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Abstract 

Silicone rubber insulators have been replacing conventional insulators made from toughened glass 

and porcelain in the power system, due to the non-wetting properties of silicone rubber insulation 

housing. However, silicone elastomers will eventually wet-out leading to leakage current and dry-

band arcing giving rise to erosion of the silicone housing material, and eventually insulation failure. 

Well-established formulations of insulation housing composites have been developed and validated 

for erosion performance using the standard inclined plane tracking and erosion test, yet no such 

formulations have been developed and validated for DC.  With the assumption that equivalent 

performance will be obtained, an adjustment to the creepage distance has been the measure taken in 

using the AC insulators for DC, without taking into consideration the differing aspects of the DC as 

compared to the AC dry-band arcing. This practice questions the existing DC insulators as an 

unknown entity that requires further investigation to ensure the reliability of the power supply. In 

addition recent demands have been raised to develop housing composites specifically for DC outdoor 

insulation, particularly with the increased interest in DC. It follows that developing a standard DC 

inclined plane tracking and erosion test is necessary for the development of more suitable materials 

for outdoor DC insulation applications.  

This thesis provides a thorough study of the DC dry-band arcing mechanism as opposed to the well 

understood mechanism of the AC dry-band arcing and provides a mechanistic understanding to the 

dry-band arcing leading to erosion as a foundation for the development of a standard DC inclined 

plane tracking and erosion test. To this end, the influence of inorganic fillers in silicone rubber on 

resisting erosion due to dry-band arcing  is also presented, as an essential step towards obtaining more 

suitable silicone composite for DC outdoor insulation applications.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction  

1.1 Preface  

High voltage direct current can be an economical mode of power delivery, but justification for its 

use must address the aspect of reliability. The reliable performance of outdoor insulators, which are 

recognized as one of the backbone components of the transmission and distribution line systems, has 

accordingly become a crucial demand. Currently, outdoor silicone rubber (SiR) insulators are 

replacing the conventional ceramic insulators, as SiR housing materials have demonstrated an 

electrical performance superior to porcelain and glass. However, in polluted conditions, SiR 

insulators are prone to dry-band arcing (DBA) eroding the housing material, which may lead to 

insulation failure and consequently interruption of the power supply.   

Extensive investigation into the erosion mechanism has been conducted in the development of SiR 

insulators with acceptable erosion performance. In particular the reliable evaluation of erosion in the 

standardized inclined plane tracking and erosion test (IPT) has led to well established formulations of 

SiRr housing for AC outdoor insulation applications. On the other hand, creepage distance has been 

the specification considered for polymer DC as compared to AC line insulators, with lesser attention 

given to the relative erosion performance and despite the very different DBA characteristics under 

DC as compared to AC voltages. Due to the rapid growth taking place in the power system network, 

power delivery in DC is becoming an option for utilities, raising the importance of standardizing the 

DC IPT and thus developing new and improved silicone rubber housing composites for DC outdoor 

insulation.   
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The diagram in Figure 1.1 summarizes the fundamental requirements of developing SiR housing 

composites with acceptable erosion performance, indicating the determination of the erosion 

indicators and the use of the thermal characterization methods are additional tools that construct for 

more solid base of SiR insulation housing design in the IPT. It follows that understanding the eroding 

DBA (EDBA) mechanism and the effects by which inorganic fillers suppress SiR erosion in the DC 

IPT are critical tasks in the development of SiR insulation housing composites for DC outdoor 

insulation. Therefore, the intent in this study is to investigate the mechanisms and develop the 

necessary tools leading to the development of the standard DC IPT, which obviously facilitates 

designing reliable SiR housing composites for DC outdoor insulation. 

 

Figure 1.1. Simplified procedures of the development of SiR insulation housing composites. 

SiR insulation housing 
composites

Reliable evaluation of erosion 
resistance

IPT

Tools

Erosion 
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Effect of inorganic 
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1.2 Motivation  

DC mode of power delivery has been taken into consideration for long distances, mainly due to the 

economical costs of installation. Such a limited application for DC transmission of electricity has 

justified the lesser emphasis on developing insulation housing withstanding the DBA under DC 

voltages. In particular, relatively few studies have evaluated SiR formulations to gain an 

understanding of the physical mechanism of DBA under DC, with focuses mainly given on the 

validation of AC-designed composites for outdoor DC insulation. This practice, which has been 

adopted for utilities and insulator manufacturers, has reduced the incentive to develop insulators that 

can function specifically for stresses under DC voltages.  

 With the increased interest in DC mode of power delivery, a new concern has been raised about 

the validity of the current practice in applying the AC-designed insulators for DC. Such a concern is 

justified, given the traditional belief about the DBA being more severe under DC as compared to AC 

voltages, particularly with the recent concerns given to the existence of severe erosion at the end seals 

of the insulators designed for AC and yet have been used under DC voltages. 

Most importantly, a new demand has recently been raised for the development of new and 

improved insulators for DC as the rapid development in the area of power electronics has further 

facilitated transmitting power in DC. In addition, the penetration of distributed generators into the 

deregulated power system network, producing DC as the output mode of power, has even promoted 

the DC microgrid paradigm in a hybrid scheme with the existing AC grid. These new concepts of 

power delivery require reliability of operation as an essential requirement, which eventually requires 

insulation housing to possess acceptable erosion performance, thus withstand the stresses under DC 

effectively.  
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Although, observations leading to characterization of DBA under field conditions are important, 

standardized tests, such as the inclined plane tracking and erosion test (IPT), salt-fog test and rotating-

wheel-dip test are the primary tools through which outdoor insulation housing are designed in the 

material development stage. Of these standards, the IPT has been widely utilized in the industry and 

even at the research scale due to its low-conduction time to rank materials that are suited for field 

applications. It follows that understanding the eroding EDBA mechanism and the effects by which 

inorganic fillers suppress SiR erosion in the DC IPT are critical tasks in the development of SiR 

insulation housing composites for DC outdoor insulation. On the other hand, relatively few studies 

have been conducted to determine the DC performances of SiR in the IPT, with almost no attention 

given to the development of the equivalent standard DC IPT. Such development task is very 

important not only to provide reliable outcomes for DC stresses, but also to ensure practical testing 

that will lead to optimal rather than overdesigns of SiR housing composites.  

1.3 Objectives  

In this thesis, a thorough study of the DC DBA mechanism as opposed to AC DBA, for which the 

latter is well understood, is conducted. In the above mentioned contest, the study will closely examine 

the role of inorganic fillers, which are vital for suppressing the effects of DBA. Such an understating 

leads to building solid guidelines of developing the equivalent DC IPT, as a foundation for the 

development of optimum polymeric composites for outdoor DC insulation.  

In particular the objectives of this thesis are as follows: 

 Understanding the DC DBA mechanism as compared to the well-understood AC DBA, 

thereby validating the existing standard apparatus of the IPT for DC voltages and 

developing equivalent guidelines for the DC IPT.  
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 Understanding the EDBA mechanism in the DC IPT and determining the corresponding 

erosion indicators in LC. 

 Investigating the role of inorganic fillers, in particular, the filler level and type (silica vs. 

ATH) on suppressing the heat ablation by DBA under DC voltages. 

1.4 Thesis Organization  

The organization of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 

 In Chapter 2, “Materials and Methods”, the SiR composites utilized in the study are 

described in terms of the base material and the fillers incorporated. The IPT setup and 

methods are described. The IPT is utilized beyond the determination of the erosion 

resistance of the tested composite to investigate the EDBA mechanism and the 

corresponding suppression effects of fillers. An infrared (IR) camera is used to monitor 

surface temperature during the IPT, and thermal characterization of the composites is 

conducted. Laser heating experiments, thermogravimetry analysis (TGA), DSC and 

thermal conductivity measurements as per ASTM D5470 is described as the thermal 

characterization methods.  

 Chapter 3, “Results”, presents the experimental findings obtained in the IPT and thermal 

characterizations tests. The results include the eroded depth and area of the tested SiR 

under DC as compared to AC voltages of the IPT, the simultaneous LC and temperature 

measurements during the IPT, and the eroding hotspot temperature as obtained by TGA 

and DSC.  
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 Chapter 4, “Discussion”, analyzes the results presented in Chapter 3 and explains the 

erosion mechanism of the DC DBA and its influential factors with respect to the voltage 

type. In addition, the role of inorganic fillers in reducing the effect of the DC DBA in the 

IPT is described. These mechanistic studies are shown through establishing correlation 

between the IPT outcomes and the thermal characterization conducted. Analysis of the 

hotspot temperature induced by the DBA of the AC, +DC and –DC IPTs is provided.  

 Chapter 5, “Conclusions and Future Work”, provides conclusions to the findings obtained 

throughout the study and recommendations for the future work pertaining to the 

investigated topics. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Literature Survey  

2.1 Outdoor Insulators in the Power System  

Outdoor insulators in the power system function to hold the bare conductors that are mechanically 

supported by the grounded overhead line towers and to provide the electrical isolation between the 

energized conductors and the towers. Outdoor insulators have been commonly classified based on the 

type of the insulation housing material as conventional ceramic with porcelain or glass housing and 

non-ceramic with polymeric weathersheds, as depicted in Figure 2.1. The core in polymer insulators 

is an insulating fiberglass rod; whereas, as an example, the cap and the pin in the suspension type 

porcelain insulators are joined through cement. Both insulator types are equipped with mechanical 

fitting as the hardware parts.  

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of (a) cap-and-pin suspension type procelain and (b) polymer insulators [1].  
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2.1.1 Contamination Performance of Outdoor Insulators  

Outdoor insulators are subject to electrical, mechanical, thermal, chemical and environmental 

stresses, which may lead to insulation failure and thus interruption of the power supply. Therefore 

outdoor insulation designs of different geometries and hosing material compositions are developed to 

withstand these stresses, with a careful consideration given to the possible synergistic effects of 

combined stresses in polluted environments. 

In outdoor polluted conditions, contaminants are deposited on the surface of the insulation housing 

mainly due to the force of the wind, and the type of contaminants is dependent on the location of the 

insulators installed in commercial, industrial or residential areas [1]. Due to wetting of the pollutants, 

conductive filaments giving rise to leakage current (LC) may develop. As a result, evaporation by 

joule heating of the conductive layer may take place, forming dry bands across which most of the 

energization voltage will appear. If the dry-band voltage is sufficient to initiate ionization, dry-band 

arcing (DBA) takes place. The DBA may severely degrade the housing material or propagate to 

bridge the insulator surface leading to flashover, and eventually interruption of power supply.   

Polymer insulators have demonstrated superior pollution performance due to the low surface 

tension (hydrophobicity) of the housing materials, while ceramic insulators are prone to wetting. On 

hydrophobic surfaces, wet contaminants tend to shape as intermittent droplets (Figure 2.2), thereby 

suppressing the development of conductive paths for LC. Of the polymeric insulating materials in 

use, silicone rubber (SiR) has shown superior hydrophobicity, most importantly, due to the diffusion 

of a low-molecular weight (LMW) fluid from the bulk to the surface, washing off the contaminants 

and retaining the hydrophobicity of the housing material [2]. The hydrophobicity recovery of SiR not 

only delays the induction of DBA, but also reduces the operational costs of conducting hot-line 
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washing as a preventive maintenance for the insulators. Therefore, the silicone-based composites are 

the preferred housing material formulations for outdoor insulators.   

 

Figure 2.2. Hydrophobic surface of a polymer inslator [3].  

2.1.2 Tracking and Erosion of Silicone Rubber Insulation Housing  

When continuous wetting destroys the hydrophobicity of SiR insulators, the housing material may 

be susceptible to DBA leading to tracking and erosion. Surface tracking is defined as the development 

of carbonized channels that causes an irreversible loss of insulation properties [4]. The carbonaceous 

tracks may propagate as moving DBA electrodes or, alternatively, may be removed from the surface 

due to the wind or other effects, whereby erosion becomes dominant [5]. Inorganic fillers, which 

constitute a major portion of the housing material, play a role in reducing the amount of the polymer, 

thus the organic components, which suppresses tracking. In particular, SiR has an inorganic backbone 

as compared to other insulating materials, such as ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM); 

therefore, erosion should be the concern over tracking in the case involving SiR insulators.  
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Erosion is the permanent loss of insulation mass, dominantly, through heat.  Heat ablation of the 

housing material may leave the fiberglass core vulnerable to moisture and voltage, which are 

conducive to tracking failure of the rod, thus to insulation failure. Development of SiR composites 

with acceptable erosion resistant has, therefore, been the essential task investigated in the 

development of SiR housing materials for outdoor insulation applications.   

Figure 2.3 depicts the erosion mechanism of SiR due to DBA, showing moisture to play the key 

role by dissolving the deposited contaminants, thus, forming conductive channels for LC [6]. It 

follows that the thickness of the conductive channels affects the surface resistance of electrical 

insulation and thus the DBA current magnitudes imposing heat. The induced DBA as well as 

localized hot spots enhance the effect of thermal degradation, which, along with other mechanisms 

such as ultraviolet (UV) radiation and corona erodes the housing material. 

 

Figure 2.3. Erosion mechanism of SiR insulators by DBA. 
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2.2 Silicone Rubber for Outdoor Insulation Housing  

The backbone structure of SiR is composed of alternating inorganic siloxane bond (Si-O) with 

methyl groups (CH3) added, forming polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as shown in Figure 2.4. 

Substitution of the methyl groups with other organic functional groups facilitates the application of 

SiR in outdoor insulation. For example, vinyl groups can be useful to improve the crosslinking during 

curing of the housing material. Therefore, vinylpolydimethylsiloxane is a common silicone elastomer 

used in the manufacturing of housing materials for outdoor insulators [1].    

Silicone-based insulation housing can be classified with respect to the curing temperature to high-

temperature vulcanizing (HTV), room-temperature vulcanizing (RTV) and liquid SiR (LSR). The 

HTV SiR is cured at high temperature, at 180 oC, and pressure, and is commonly used in outdoor 

transmission and distribution as well as station post insulators. The RTV SiR can be supplied either in 

one- or two-component compounds.  The first is cured at room temperature and commonly used in 

coating of ceramic insulators; whereas, the two-part RTV SiR cures at lower temperature as compared 

to the HTV SiR, and is widely used for insulation housing of large equipment, such as transformer 

bushings in power stations. Unfilled LSR is supplied in two parts including the base polymer and 

curing agent, and can be cured at 200 oC within few minutes [1].  

SiR insulation housing includes reinforcing silica and additives such as colorants and UV 

stabilizers, which are added relatively in small amounts. Inorganic fillers are also added both to 

reduce the cost of the insulator, as they replace the specialty silicone-base polymer in the composite, 

and to improve the erosion resistance.   
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Figure 2.4. Molecular structure of the PDMS [1].  

2.2.1 Thermal Degradation of Silicone Rubber  

Bond Scission  

Heat due to the DBA can cause scission of the siloxane bond, which leads to the formation of 

cyclic SiR oligomers that are volatile. These oligomers can be formed as result of three possible 

mechanisms, which are (1) unzipping, (2) random scission and (3) hydrolysis [7, 8]. Unzipping takes 

place in the SiR that contains silanol end groups as shown in Figure 2.5 [7]. In the random scission, 

cleavage of the siloxane bond occurs until the resultant chain is too short to form cyclic oligomers or 

the volatile oligomers evaporate, oxidize in the gas phase, and as a result leave silica residue (Figure 

2.6) [7]. Hydrolysis may also depolymerize the siloxane bond yielding methane (CH4) in addition to 

the oligomers as shown in Figure 2.7 [8-10]. 
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Figure 2.5. Depolymerization of SiR containing silanol end groups due to unzipping [7]. 
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Figure 2.6. Depolymerization of SiR by random scission [7].  
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Figure 2.7. Hydrolysis of the SiR by hydroxil group [7]. 

Andrinov Mechanism 

The Andrinov mechanism proposes thermal oxidation of the methyl groups in SiR to take place at 

temperatures below 149 oC. The thermal oxidation leads to scission of the Si-C bond, which results in 

the formation of both peroxide and a free radical. The peroxide can be decomposed to hydroxide and 

formaldehyde, eventually producing volatile components, carbon oxides, hydrogen and water. 

Reaction of the hydroxide and the free radical together or with other methyl groups yields the inert 

silica residue [11, 12], which is considered to play a significant role in the erosion of SiR, in this 

study.  
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Degradation in Air versus Inert Atmospheres  

The nature of the thermal degradation of SiR, either in air (oxidative) or inert atmospheres, is 

dependent on the heating rate and the nature of the composition. At low heating rate, oxidative 

degradation takes place in two stages; at 239 oC and 400 oC, respectively. For inert atmospheres, 

thermal degradation has been reported to initiate at 400 oC and possess a significant rate at 539 oC [7-

10]. Siloxane oligomers are the byproducts of the inert degradation; whereas, water, carbon dioxide 

(CO2) and silica are produced from the oxidative degradation in addition to the oligomers. At higher 

heating rates, the oxidation degradation tends to take place in one stage at higher decomposition 

temperatures. Small traces (4wt% [9, 10]) of black residue, mainly identified as silicon carbide, are 

formed in the inert degradation. This black residue has been found to exist in insignificant amounts 

(1wt% [7]) during the oxidative degradation, confirming erosion is dominant over tracking of SiR 

under the effect of heat.   

2.2.2 The Role of Inorganic Fillers  

Being known as effective flame retardants, inorganic fillers have been employed to suppress the 

heat ablation of the DBA. The physical and volume effects of the fillers have been highlighted to play 

the major role in suppressing SiR erosion [13, 14]. The volume effect has been found responsible for 

improving thermal properties of the composite, such as thermal conductivity, heat capacity and 

thermal stability; whereas, the physical effect refers to the surface cleaning mechanism associated 

with the production of water of hydration in composites containing hydrated fillers. Volume effect is 

further enhanced with increased filler loading promoting percolation between filler particles in the 

host polymer, thereby dissipating heat. As such, the type of the inorganic filler and its amount can be 

defined as important aspects by which erosion is suppressed. Several SiR formulations have been 
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accordingly developed utilizing the two commonly employed fillers in outdoor insulation 

applications, which are silica and alumina tri-hydrate (ATH).  

Although optimum and reliable housing material designs of SiR for AC outdoor insulation 

applications have been proposed and verified in field conditions [15], a concern about the 

performance of the same designs for DC has been raised. The concern can be justified since different 

characteristics of DC as opposed AC DBA can occur in field conditions. Factors, such as the 

dynamics of the DBA under the effect of voltage polarity, electrolytic corrosion, electrowetting, and 

arc extinction with AC, affect DBA power and make equivalence between the two voltage types 

challenging. Therefore, it is important to investigate into the validity or the development of SiR 

housing composites for DC outdoor insulation applications.  

2.2.3 Silicone Rubber Housing for DC Outdoor Insulation 

In earlier studies, SiR insulation housing composites have been examined under DC, with no 

difficulties reported as long as the insulator creepage distance is selected according to the relative 

pollution performance with respect to the voltage type [16]. On the contrary, severe erosion has been 

recently reported under DC as compared to AC [17-20], even with the creepage distance criterion 

considered [19]. Beyond the validation of composites, understanding the DBA phenomenon leading 

to erosion and the corresponding suppression effect of inorganic fillers under DC voltages is an 

important aspect in the establishment of sound principles to develop SiR housing composites for DC 

outdoor insulation. 

2.3 The Inclined Plane Tracking and Erosion Test 

Figure 2.8 (a) and (b) show the schematic circuit of the standard IPT setup as per the ASTM D2303 

and arrangement of the test samples, respectively, where the electrode-assembly facilitates the use of 
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different voltage ranges, which allows evaluating wide spectrum of materials with different erosion 

performances. Standard accelerated aging conditions can be imposed during the IPT by controlling 

the flow rate of the contamination applied by the peristaltic pump. DBA occurs in the presence of 

ballast resistors to stabilize the discharge activity and protect the surface [21]. The contaminant used 

is an aqueous solution of ammonium chloride (NH4Cl), with a resistivity kept in the range of 370 to 

400 Ω.cm, containing 0.02 wt% nonionic wetting agent (Triton X-100) [22].   
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Figure 2.8. (a) A schematic diagram of the standard IPT and (b) laboratory arrangment of test samples in the 
IPT.  

To study erosion using the IPT, two methods are implemented, which are the initial-tracking-

voltage (ITV) and constant voltage methods. The ITV can be outlined in the following steps where 
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the process begins once a continuous channel of the liquid contaminant on the surface is observed 

[22].  

 Voltage is applied in one-hour steps with a level increment of 250 V in each proceeding 

step.  

 If a failure criterion (as defined below) is met within the first two voltage steps, the test is 

terminated and repeated with a lower starting voltage.  

 The ITV is the voltage at which a failure criterion is met, given that the failure has 

occurred no sooner than the third voltage step.  

The voltage is chosen with respect to contaminant flow rate and ballast resistor values in order to 

induce continuous and effective DBA. Depending on the material composition, a specific amount of 

power has to be dissipated to initiate failure. The failure criterion is defined by obtaining a 2.54 cm 

(1-inch) track propagated on the surface as per ASTM D2303. Other criteria can be implemented as 

per IEC 60587, for example, obtaining deep erosion or flaming of the sample [23].  

Time-to-track and erosion depth or area can be the outcomes of the constant voltage method, for 

which the initial-tracking-voltage method is used first to determine the test voltage level [22]. It is 

therefore preferred to conduct the constant voltage method on different composites by applying 

voltages that reflect the tracking voltage classes. The IPT has been also utilized to investigate the 

mechanism of the EDBA under AC [24, 25], with lesser attention given to the DC EDBA. In 

particular composites have been tested under DC, with no clear guidelines provided for the DC IPT. 
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2.4 Literature Review  

In order to construct a knowledge base for developing the DC IPT, understanding erosion of 

insulation housing composites along with observations and characterization of corresponding dry-

band arcing has to be obtained. Therefore, in this chapter literature review pertained to the erosion 

mechanism in the IPT is conducted. Also, a review of erosion indicators in standard AC tests is 

presented. Literature review for the studies pertained to the effect of fillers on the erosion resistance is 

presented. Finally, a review for the analysis conducted in the investigation into the physical 

mechanism of the DBA in the AC and DC IPTs is presented.      

2.4.1 Erosion of Silicone Rubber under AC and DC Voltages  

Erosion of SiR under AC and DC voltages was compared using the constant voltage method of the 

IPT, where +DC was found the most severe voltage followed by –DC [18, 20, 26, 27]. The severity of 

the positive polarity of DC on various formulations of SiR was also confirmed in field aging tests 

[28]. Time-to-track method was also implemented to compare erosion under AC and DC where the 

shortest time-to-track is considered an indication of an inferior performance. The shortest time-to-

track was always measured under -DC for different contaminant types, conductivities and flow rates 

[26, 29].   

In a laboratory test proposed to have an arrangement similar to that of the IPT [30], the increased 

discharge current magnitude and period were the factors reported by which erosion is more severe under 

DC as compared to AC [31]. DBA with increased currents and longer periods have been reported by 

Moreno et al. as the mechanism that causes greater erosion of SiR under DC than AC [31]. Gorur et 

al. reported similar eroding mechanism in salt fog leading to most inferior performance under -DC, 

but interestingly a similar performance under AC and +DC was obtained [32]. Similar findings on 
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insulators have also been found by Gustavson et al. but with voltage determined to be the governing 

parameter irrespective of the type of voltage [28]. Mailfert et al. recommended that the composite 

design should be modified from those used currently because stable and rooted discharges were 

observed under DC [33].  

Regarding DC polarity, the period and current magnitude of the DBA have also been the primary 

properties identified governing erosion of SiR. Employing a wavelet transform, Sarathi et al. detected 

longer periods of DBA activity that led to earlier failure under –DC than +DC [29]. Corrosion of the 

upper test electrode under +DC due to electrolysis was reported to cause an increase in the 

conductivity of the liquid contaminant leading to higher magnitude of LC and consequently more 

damage on the surface [18, 20].  Higher LC under +DC was also reported in [34], but with shorter 

discharge duration with respect to –DC.  LC measurements revealed a greater number of intermittent 

discharges under +DC [18], with LC magnitude emphasized as the main factor [18, 20]. Rowland et 

al. verified the impact of the magnitude of the DBA current, based on the use of optical detection to 

verify a greater number of intermittent discharges under +DC [34]. However, it is important to 

understand the reproducible and deep erosion patterns under DC relative to AC [18, 19], and in 

particular, the inception of the EDBA.   

Zhang et al. proposed that rapid and deep erosion of SiR may be attributed to the wind effect 

allowing an inception of a compressed DBA with an increased energy density rather than a gradual 

erosion process [35]. In both laboratory tests and field conditions, concentrated discharges were 

shown to severely degrade SiR insulators, even at low DBA currents [36]. Kumagai et al. proposed a 

critical standard material testing voltage level to generate a stable DBA that severely erodes SiR [37].   
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Therefore, beyond the simple characterization of the DBA under DC, it is more crucial to investigate 

the promoting physical mechanism of the EDBA, particularly the formation of residue. 

Gorur et al. highlighted the influence of the residue during salt fog test with respect to the 

development of stable DBA, which leads to earlier failure [32]. The residue was identified as 

conductive deposits as a result of contaminant evaporation [32]; whereas, residue of SiR has been 

reported to be dominantly non-conductive in nature [38]. Therefore the residue reported in [32] may 

be considered as apparatus-related rather than from the sample itself. Alternatively, the effect of 

conductive deposits can be prevented using the standard liquid contaminant specified in the IPT, 

which constitutes mainly of ammonium chloride salt that evaporates [21]. Mathes et al. reported no 

evidence of conductive deposits on the surface by DBA and therefore no biased effect in the IPT [21].  

2.4.2 The Equivalent DC Inclined Plane Test  

Although less erosion resistance under DC as compared to AC was confirmed, a contradiction with 

respect to polarity effect can be recognized. This contradiction may be dependent on the test method 

applied or even the existence of any experimental source of bias. Given that monopolar is one of the 

common modes of HVDC transmission, it is important to determine the polarity effect on SiR 

performance, with the reliable and fair selection of test parameters.  The selection of the equivalent 

DC voltages was an important factor investigated to eliminate sources of experimental bias while 

investigating erosion under DC as compared to AC. 

 Most of the studies have considered applying equal voltages of rms AC and DC [20, 26, 29, 31-33, 

39] since erosion by DBA is an energy driven degradation process [24, 25].   Alternatively, it was 

emphasized that relative specific creepage distance that is selected based on withstand voltages is the 

criterion suitable for the selection of the DC voltages [40, 41]. The problem of obtaining frequent DC 
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flashovers on insulators has supported the inadequacy of equalizing DC and root-mean-square (rms) 

AC voltages in aging tests [40]. Area-under-voltage was another criterion proposed in the IPT, where 

both the AC and equivalent DC voltage waveforms possess equal areas under the curves [18].  

However, in applying the power approach, selecting DC voltages to be equal to the corresponding 

rms AC is oversimplifying the case.   There are two components of LC if separated, energy approach 

may be useful for comparing the DC to AC voltages.  The first component is the non-discharge 

current that leads to joule heating and evaporation of the contaminant, forming dry-bands [42], while 

the second is the DBA component which contributes to heat ablation of the material surface. The 

effective component in the energy approach is, therefore, the DBA component. Unlike in the case of 

field aging tests, using relative specific creepage distance to select DC IPT voltages may not be 

accurate. In the IPT, insulating materials are ranked with respect to heat ablation rather than 

hydrophobicity as wetting agents are employed [43]. With regards to the area-under-voltage, it is 

evident that this criterion compensates for the alternating nature of the 60Hz AC voltage as opposed 

to the constant DC, yet with no consideration to the polarity effect. It is important, therefore, to 

propose a reliable method by which the equivalent DC IPT voltage can be selected. 

2.4.3 Leakage Current Indicators of the Eroding Dry-Band Arcing under DC Voltages 

The LC as an indicator of DBA on SiR has been extensively analyzed with AC but not to the same 

extent with DC.  With AC, the third harmonic component has been shown to be a useful indicator of 

DBA [44-46] with the energy of the DBA correlated to erosion as well as the DBA temperature [25]. 

Furthermore, the energy of the LC harmonics obtained in a wavelet based multiresolution analysis 

(MRA) has been correlated to erosion of SiR [47, 48].   
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The analysis of LC under DC has been applied in the context of comparing erosion under AC to 

erosion under DC. The time-to-track of SiR was compared in the IPT with +DC and –DC by 

analyzing the spectral energy with time using the wavelet transform [29].  Increasing trend of the 

average LC with time, thus degree of intermittency of LC, was correlated with greater damage on SiR 

samples tested in the DC IPT [29]. The degree of intermittency in LC was accordingly proposed as a 

useful indicator of the severity of the erosion under DC [18].  The normal distribution was fitted to 

the discharge current signature in the DC IPT [18] and the coefficient of variation (CV) was proposed 

as an indicator by which DBA severity could be compared to AC, and accordingly, equivalent DC 

IPT voltages were defined.  The CV was verified using the ITV, which was also found to be a useful 

indicator of DBA energy with DC [19].  

In addition, simultaneous measurements of LC and surface temperature is one way of studying the 

EDBA as monitoring the temperature detects degradation leading to erosion [25], and LC 

characterizes the DBA. To date, no indicators to understand the stages through which DBA 

progresses to significant erosion have been suggested.  Continuous scintillations have been shown to 

be an important condition leading to erosion [21].  Significant erosion was also hypothesized to occur 

when the hot spot temperature due to DBA is greater than 400oC as thermo-oxidation takes place 

where exothermic heat can be generated [37]. Oxidation was also proposed elsewhere to contribute to 

erosion in a complex fashion [49].  Therefore, it is important to investigate for possible indicators in 

the DBA current through which significant erosion takes place under DC. 

2.4.4 The Effects of Inorganic Fillers under DC Voltages  

The role of fillers in SiR has been extensively studied for AC outdoor insulation applications. 

Gorur et al. determined an increase in the erosion resistance of SiR composites containing higher 
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amounts of ATH and silica [14, 32], due to the corresponding volume effect of the filler [32]. The 

hydrated fillers were also speculated to suppress erosion, through a physical cleaning mechanism of 

surface residue, thereby reducing the temperature on the surface [13, 14]. Meyer et al. showed 

reduced erosion of SiR composites due to increased thermal conductivity achieved by the addition of 

ATH or silica, with no significant effect for the type of the filler at 50 wt% of filler loading [50, 51]. 

Kumagai et al. suggested a critical ATH level of 40 wt% by which the erosion resistance of SiR can 

be increased, through internal oxidation, shown by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [37]. 

Schmidt et al. showed an optimal composition of ATH-free SiR with acceptable erosion resistance 

can be achieved considering a balance between the filler amount, filler dispersion, and bonding with 

the base matrix [52]. However, more insight into the mechanisms by which fillers affect erosion due 

to the EDBA under DC is investigated in this study.   

2.4.5 Thermal Analysis of the Eroding Dry-Band Arcing  

Erosion of SiR under AC and DC voltages has been reported to be a thermally driven degradation 

mechanism of the DBA [18-20, 24, 25]. It follows that investigating the characteristics of DBA as a 

source of heat under AC and DC stresses is an important task in the understanding of the ensuing 

erosion of insulating materials.  

Gorur et al. proposed an analytical model to determine the surface temperature of SiR in salt fog, 

taking into consideration heat transfer by conduction and convection between the DBA plasma and 

the material under test [32]. Significant influence of the thermal conductivity has been found, as 

improved by the addition of ATH or silica filler, reducing erosion [32]. Correlation was obtained 

between the DBA current and the surface temperature, thereby establishing a relationship between LC 

and the onset of erosion [32]. A similar approach was proposed by Kim et al., with the assumption 
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that heat conduction is the primary mechanism giving rise to surface temperature, showing agreement 

between the proposed model and experimental findings [53]. Meyer et al. utilized the energy of the 

DBA, determined by its third harmonic power of LC, to predict the extent to which SiR was damaged 

in the IPT [53].    

Other than fillers, additional factors such as wind have been incorporated into modeling the DBA 

power. Wind was found to compress the DBA, thus increasing its current and power [54]. In addition, 

compression was found to increase the energy density dissipated on SiR, allowing higher 

temperatures to develop.  

Corrosion of the IPT electrodes under +DC has been proposed as the primary factor giving rise to 

increased DBA current, and therefore power, as compared to AC. On the other hand, studying the 

DBA length, under DC as compared to AC, may lead to broader understanding of the corresponding 

DBA characteristics. [35]. However, other factors such as the voltage polarity on the DBA heat have 

yet to be investigated.  

2.5 Summary  

The development of a reliable erosion screening technique under AC stresses has been an essential 

step taken in the development of SiR composites for outdoor insulation applications, and over years 

the IPT has been one of the most standardized techniques utilized. Based on an extensive 

investigation into the DBA mechanism leading to erosion under AC voltages of the IPT, SiR housing 

material designs for AC outdoor insulation applications have been developed and commercialized 

using inorganic fillers. Nevertheless, there is a lack of reported experience and studies about the effect 

of DBA induced on the insulators’ surface stressed under DC voltages. Composites that have been 

designed for AC are being applied to DC, with simple consideration given to the relative withstand 
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AC and DC voltages. Relatively few studies have evaluated polymeric materials to gain an 

understanding of the physical mechanism of DBA under DC. Recent studies have focused mainly on 

the validation of AC-designed composites for outdoor HVDC but with less emphasis on determining 

the mechanism of dry band formation and heat ablation of polymeric materials associated with DBA 

under DC; both areas to be studied in this thesis.  

In this thesis, a mechanistic framework towards the development of the DC IPT is established as a 

foundation for the development of housing material composites of SiR, a widely utilized elastomer in 

outdoor insulation applications. As such, a thorough understanding of the physical mechanism of the 

DBA mechanism under DC is investigated. To this end, the study will closely examine SiR with 

inorganic fillers, which are vital for suppressing the effects of DBA, as a foundation for the 

development of optimum polymeric composites for outdoor DC insulation applications. 
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Chapter 3 

Materials and Methods 

The IPT, which has been used for evaluating polymeric materials for outdoor AC insulation 

applications, is utilized in this research. The study has begun with measurements of the LC, enabling 

an analysis of the modified wetting characteristics of surfaces under DC; thus, testing voltage levels 

can be suitably chosen under DC with respect to the corresponding standard AC.  

During the IPTs, temperature measurements have been made to couple the thermal mechanism of 

erosion with the DBA characteristics, and TGA and DSC have been used to predetermine the 

temperature at which the erosion process begins.  The performance of SiR composites are also 

studied. In addition, with the goal of determining the suppression mechanism of the DBA under DC, 

the study will include the effects of various types and levels of fillers, employing those commonly 

used for outdoor insulation applications: ATH and silica. Then, a modified setup of the IPT is utilized 

to understand the physical mechanism of the DBA under DC as compared to AC.  

3.1 Material Samples  

The IPT samples utilized have 127 mm length × 50 mm width and a thickness of 5 mm. The 

samples can be categorized with respect to the base material into LSR composites that were prepared 

in the lab (set no.1) and commercial HTV SiR composites (set no.2), as shown in Table 3.1. The 

prepared samples were formulated using LSR (GE RTV 615), a two-part vinylpolydimethylsiloxane 

without fillers. The two parts (A and B) were mixed using a high shear mixer maintaining a weight 

ratio of 10:1 between part A and B, respectively. Unfilled and filled with 10, 30 and 50 wt % samples 

that were filled with either ATH or silica were prepared maintaining a total sample weight of 50 g. 
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More information about the silica and ATH fillers employed can be found in [3].The material weights 

were measured using an electronic balance, Sartorius model AC 211S-00MS, that has an accuracy of 

0.1 g. The prepared composites were degassed and then cured at room temperature in molds 

possessing sizes similar to those of the samples. The cross-linked composites were heated in an oven 

at an approximate temperature of 85 oC for three hours, and then the samples were cleaned using 

ethanol and deionized water prior to use. The commercial composites were ATH-filled SiR at 25 and 

58 wt%.  Table 3.1 lists the material samples used in the IPT throughout the study along with their 

identification names. The IPT was conducted with five samples as per ASTM D230 and each IPT was 

conducted three times, so a total of 15 samples of each composition were tested in the mechanistic 

investigation.   

Laser samples of the LSR were prepared using ATH and silica, with similar properties to that in 

Table 3.1, but with the addition of 2.5 wt % iron oxide with reference to the filler amount to ensure 

similar absorptance to the laser beam by the composites [55]. The laser samples were disk shape with 

radius and thickness of 8 and 0.5 cm, respectively.  
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Table 3.2 shows the sample compositions for the laser experiments. Thermal conductivity was also 

measured for the LSR samples filled with ATH in order to investigate the influence of the filler level 

on the thermal conductivity.  

Table 3.3 shows the thermal composition of the samples for which the thermal conductivity was 

measured.  The TGA/DSC samples were extracted from the composites described in Table 3.1 to 

possess a weight <5g.  

Table 3.1. Description of the IPT material samples used in the study. 

Set 

No. 

Sample 

identification 

Type of 

SiR 

Filler 

Type
Level     

(wt%) 

Median particle size 

(µm) 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

1 

Unfilled SiR 

LSR 

None 0 None 

RA10 ATH 
10 

1.5 2.5 

RS10 silica 1.4 2.65 

RA30 ATH 
30 

1.5 2.5 

RS30 silica 1.4 2.65 

RA50 ATH 
50 

1.5 2.5 

RS50 silica 1.4 2.65 

2 
HA25 

HTV ATH 
25 

Not available/same source 
HA58 58 
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Table 3.2. Sample compositions used in the laser heating experiments. 

Sample Identification 

Fillers 

ATH   

(wt%) 
Silica     (wt%) Iron oxide (wt%) Total Filler (wt%) 

RA30L 29.25 None 
0.75 30 

RS30L None 29.25 

RA50L 48.75 None 
1.25 50 

RS50L None 48.75 

 

Table 3.3. Samples used in the thermal conductivity measurements. 

Sample Identification 

Fillers 

ATH 

(wt%)
Iron oxide  (wt%) Total Filler (wt%) 

RA30TC 29.25 0.75 30 

RA35TC 34.12 0.88 35 

RA40TC 39.00 1.00 40 

RA45TC 43.87 1.13 45 

RA50TC 48.75 1.25 50 

RA55TC 53.62 1.38 55 

3.2  Experimental Apparatus  

3.2.1 The Inclined Plane Test  

Figure 3.1 shows the IPT setup used in the study. In the AC IPT, a 75 kVA distribution transformer 

with rated voltage of 8 kV is used and the applied voltage is adjusted with a variac. In the DC IPT, a 

dual polarity, 5 kV and 1 kW regulated Glassman® DC supply with a ripple less than 5% of rated 

voltage at full load is used. The DC supply has a 0.05% resolution and an accuracy of 0.5% of 

reading + 0.2% of rated voltage with voltage regulation of less than 0.005% for the specified line 

variations and 0.01% + 1mV/mA for load variations.  
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Figure 3.1. Schematic circuit diagram of the IPT setup used in the study. 

The LC was acquired at a sampling frequency fs of 7.68 kHz, with a window of 512 samples stored 

every second.  A FLIR® SC500 thermal IR camera was used to measure the maximum surface 

temperature (Tmax) which was acquired at fs of 1Hz. The obtained waveforms as analyzed with Tmax 

were smoothed using the moving average technique in order to allow a trend analysis [25].  The 

emissivity factor of the test sample was set to 0.98 [25].    

For track-resistant materials, erosion or tracking combined with erosion (erosion path) is a typical 

failure mode in the IPT [21]. Therefore, two standard failure criteria pertaining to both modes are 

considered for the silicone samples.  The failure criteria assigned for stopping the test are (1) 
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obtaining a 2.54 cm (1-inch) erosion path [22], and (2) a hole due to intensive erosion or ignition of 

the sample surface [22, 23]. 

3.2.2 Laser Heating Experiments  

In order to investigate the thermal properties of the prepared composites, temperature profiles in 

laser experiments were obtained on the samples before reaching the decomposition temperature of 

SiR or ATH. As such, the laser power (Figure 3.2) was applied for 30 seconds and the relative 

thermal conductivity was obtained through a relative comparison of the temperature profiles [14, 50, 

51]. To investigate the suppression mechanism of fillers at elevated temperatures, the laser beam was 

applied for approximately ten minutes until a steady state Tmax was reached.  The laser powers applied 

to the 30 wt% filled samples were 1.60, 3.50 and 4.50 W, and laser powers of 3.50 and 4.50 W were 

used for the 50 wt% samples.   

Figure 3.3 depicts the methodology of extracting Tmax. Thermal images were taken using a FLIR 

T650SC IR camera at a rate of 7.5 frames/second, a resolution of 640×480 pixels and thermal 

sensitivity <30 mK at 303.15 K. Post processing was applied to the images using FLIR R&D software 

for extraction of the temperature profiles and Tmax. Within an assigned area (E1) in the thermal image, 

the location of the Tmax was obtained, and the evolution of the Tmax was acquired as shown in Figure 

3.3. A line (L1) passing through the point of Tmax was used for the temperature profiles (Figure 3.3). 

 

Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of laser heating experiments. 
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Figure 3.3. Measurement of Tmax and temperature profiles of laser heating experiments, (a) thermogram of the tested sample by laser 
power, (b) measurement of the evolution of Tmax in the allocated area (E1) and (c) temperature profile across line (L1) at t=30 s for relative 

thermal conductivity indication. 

3.2.3 Thermogravimetry and Differential Scanning Calorimetry  

TGA and DSC were conducted, in the SDT Q600 Simultaneous model of TA®, to identify the 

thermal mechanisms associated with the evolution of Tmax during the IPT [37, 56]. TGA and DSC 

were conducted simultaneously for the SiR composite in a test pan heated as per a pre-set ramping 

temperature protocol. The IPT samples were heated in both air and nitrogen (N2) atmospheres at a 

rate of 10oC/minute between 10 and 500oC [37, 56]. The weight loss from the tested sample is the 

outcome of the TGA as a function of temperature, indicating thermal degradation of the tested SiR. 

The differential thermogravimety (DTG) curve was obtained to indicate the rate of the degradation by 

taking the derivative of the thermogravimetry curve.  The thermal degradation mechanism associated 

with weight loss was identified through DSC curve, possessing exothermic humps or endothermic 
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dents.  The hump indicates a thermo-oxidation; whereas, the endothermic dent was identified as a 

thermal decomposition of the tested composite [37].  

3.2.4 Thermal Conductivity Measurement using the ASTM D5470 Method 

Determination of thermal conductivity was conducted for each composition described in Table 3.3 

at 100 oC and 200 psi as per the ASTM D5470 method [57], in which the test sample forms a joint 

and the thermal resistance  of the joint (test) sample was determined, as  

∆
,

and ∆  and  are the temperature drop and heat flow across the joint, respectively. With both the 

thickness  and the surface area  of the joint measured using a Mitutoyo® laser, LSM 503, thermal 

conductivity, given by  

	

was determined.  

3.3 Study Approach   

3.3.1 Electrowetting of the Liquid contaminant in the AC and DC Inclined Plane Tests  

Electrowetting refers to the reduction of the contact angle of an electrolyte on the surface of a solid 

due to the application of a DC electric field but is completely applicable to AC at power frequency 

[58, 59].  Electrowetting behavior of liquid contaminant in the IPT was studied under AC, +DC and    

–DC voltages through LC measurements.  The main purpose of LC measurements was to detect and 

analyze the modified DBA characteristics in the DC IPT. These modified characteristics may affect 

the relative comparison with AC to be biased and, therefore, should be understood. The measurement 

was conducted for two stages prior to and after DBA inception. Analysis of DBA at both stages 
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allows broader analysis of the test conditions that affect the DBA. The measurements were conducted 

for 5 minutes in order to insure sufficient time for electrification and DBA inception.  In addition, the 

conduction time was selected such that no significant damage on the surface takes place due to DBA, 

thus biasing due to surface condition can be prevented. Three tests were performed and in each test, 

five specimens of RS30 composites were used.  

The test was conducted by applying voltages in steps of 0.25 kV from 0.25 to 3.00 kV maintaining 

a contaminant flow rate of 0.30 ml/min. Intermittent discharges could be observed around a starting 

voltage of 2.00 kV. Therefore, the electrowetting behavior of IPT liquid contaminant is analyzed 

below 2.00 kV for an applied voltage range of 0.25-1.75kV. Since no significant DBA activity was 

observed for test voltages between 0.25-1.75 kV, the average current can be a dependable 

measurement representing the wet layer current. 

Based on the understanding of the behavior of the liquid contaminant under voltage [19], the 

wetting current Iw during the standard IPT can be represented by the LC measured prior to the 

evaporation of the liquid contaminant forming dry-bands [60]. Accordingly, Iw was determined for 

flow rates between 0.30 and 1.65 ml/min by increasing the applied voltage insteps of 0.25 kV until 

dry-band are formed at the wetting voltage applied Vw.   

3.3.2 Equivalent DC Voltages of the Inclined Plane Test 

Selection of the appropriate voltage level in the constant voltage methods of the IPT is an important 

aspect whereby outcomes can be altered. The applied voltage should not be out of the 

tracking/erosion class of the material, as a higher voltage applied may lead to rapid failure or burning 

and a lower voltage may not provide an efficient DBA [49]. In addition, the liquid contaminant in the 

IPT, an aqueous solution of 0.1 wt% NH4Cl, has been selected to promote tracking over erosion, so a 

lower voltage applied than the ITV should be selected for a reliable study of erosion [4, 21, 49].  
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According to ASTM D2303, in using the constant voltage methods, materials must be stressed 

below the ITV by 0.75 kV. The same voltages can be applied to materials that have a similar 

tracking/erosion class, but if the materials are different in their tracking/erosion classes, the 

corresponding voltages must be different with respect to the ITV [22, 49]. For example, if the ITVs 

for materials A and B are 4 kV and 3.5 kV respectively, then the voltages that should be applied are 

3.25 kV and 2.75 kV, respectively.  

Likewise, the ITV can be also used to select the equivalent DC IPT voltages as the ITV may be 

dependent on the voltage mode. The adapted approach from the ASTM D 2303 is proposed for 

choosing the erosion test voltage in the DC IPT as described in the following procedures.  

 The initial-tracking AC voltage for a specific material composition is determined as per the 

aforementioned ITV protocol in section 2.3 [22]. The starting voltage is usually chosen 

based on experience [22]; therefore, in this study the starting rms AC, +DC and –DC 

voltages are 3.25 kV, 2 kV and 2.5 kV (2.25 kV on the pure SiR samples), respectively.  

 The ratio between the ITVs under the +DC and AC voltages, defined by 

2.1 ,

can then be determined, where the subscript and superscript indicate the voltage mode and 

test method, respectively. Likewise,–DC to AC ration of the ITVs can be obtained. All the 

equations shown in this section are given for +DC for the sake of brevity. 

 The AC erosion test voltage  is determined by decrementing the ITV  by 0.75 kV as 

per ASTM D2303.  

 The DC erosion test voltage  can be accordingly obtained as follows:   
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2.2 .

It is important to note that the equivalent DC IPT voltages are not found directly by decrementing 

the DC ITV by 0.75 kV as is the case under AC since different characteristics may occur between AC 

and DC DBA. This difference may affect this offset value of 0.75 kV to be less under DC. Therefore, 

the ratios are proposed to prevent biasing the obtained equivalent DC voltages through the ITV 

method and coupling the selection method with the tracking/erosion class. 

The unfilled SiR, RS10 and RS30 composites were used in this part of the study to develop the 

equivalent DC IPT voltages. Erosion was then investigated for the RS30 and RA30 samples under the 

equivalent DC voltages obtained with respect to the ITV for relative comparison with AC erosion. 

The erosion was evaluated using the maximum erosion depth and erosion area.  

3.3.3 The Role of Surface Residue  

A correlation between the formation of DBA residue, surface temperature, and the EDBA was 

examined under DC as compared to AC. Six HA58 samples were used in a special protocol of the 

constant voltage method in the IPT. The DBA residue was removed periodically, using an ethanol and 

deionized water wipe, from three of the six samples under test by switching off the voltage and 

contaminant flow for about one minute. Figure 3.4 illustrates the IPT conducted following the 

described protocol in the study of the role of surface residue. TGA and DSC were utilized to 

determine the degradation temperatures of the tested SiR and identify the degradation observed with 

respect to the measured temperatures during the IPT [37].  
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Figure 3.4. Tested samples in the investigation of the influence of the surface residue; this case is under the 
equivalent +DC voltage. 

3.3.4 Wavelet-Based Multiresolution Analysis  

Simultaneous measurement of LC and surface temperature is one way of studying the EDBA as 

monitoring the temperature detects degradation leading to erosion [25, 37]. Short-time analysis and in 

particular the wavelet-based multiresolution analysis (MRA) can be an effective technique through 

which the evolution of the DBA characteristics and the corresponding physical mechanism can be 

understood.  

In the MRA, the windowed LC waveform  can be decomposed into its linear series expansion 

for  resolution levels as follows: 

, 2 3.1

where 	  and ,  are the scaling function and wavelets derived from the scaling function, 

respectively and , , and ,  are the translation, approximation, and detail expansion coefficients, 

respectively [61].  Daubechies 4 wavelet was applied in this study [47, 48]. The approximation and 

detail expansion coefficients in equation (3.1) can be calculated from ∑ 2  
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and ∑ 2 , respectively, where  is an integer and  and  are the 

coefficients of the scaling function and the wavelets, respectively. MRA was implemented using 

Matlab® through cascaded  and high pass  filters, with each phase being followed by a 

down sampling step by two (↓2). The approximation and detail coefficients were accordingly 

expanded to constitute a specific frequency band at each resolution level with respect to fs.  

As an example, Figure 3.5 depicts the MRA applied up to three resolution levels, on a windowed 

LC current waveform acquired during the IPT under +DC. The LC waveform can be observed to be 

pulsative of square shape that can be classified into main and random pulses. The main pulse can be 

resolved into three components as shown in Figure 3.5a corresponding to the fronts, tails and flat 

tops; whereas, the random pulses are also recognizable to be imbedded on the flat tops as for the case 

involving the train of pulses indicated in Figure 3.5a.    
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Figure 3.5. Multiresolution analysis applied at three resolution levels on a LC window acquired during the DC 
IPT showing (a) the windowed LC waveform, (b) the first detail (D1), (c) second detail (D2), (d) third detail (D3) 

and (e) the approximation (A); this example is for an RA30 sample tested at +DC. 
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The details (D1, D2, and D3) and the approximation (A3) illustrated were reconstructed using the 

inverse discrete wavelet transform [61], with the wavelet denoising applied at a threshold of 0.21 mA 

at all the resolution levels. The low-frequency waveform A is useful to indicate the frequent 

occurrence of the main pulses, and therefore to analyze the stability of the DBA or in other words the 

sustainability of the flat top. The peaks imbedded in D1, D2, and D3 are associated with the fronts and 

tails of the main and the random pulses at the three resolution levels; whereas, diminishing sensitivity 

is evident for the details to detect the random pulses at lower frequency bands (moving from D1, 

Figure 3.5a to D3 in Figure 3.5d).  Possible distinction can be therefore suggested for the 

corresponding physical mechanism of the main and the random pulses. The LC acquired can be 

defined to be originated mainly from the DBA and surface wetting, with random ionizations 

imbedded on the DBA component. Rowland et al. defined through optical detection the discharge and 

wetting activities on the surface as the main sources of the LC pulses acquired during the DC IPT 

[34], and Kumagai et al. described ionizations to take place in DBA plasma [37].  

In this study, the rms value of the approximation coefficients 	 , given by 

1
| | ,

 

was obtained for each window, where  is window width of 512 samples (1 second). Similarly, the 

rms value of the detail expansion coefficients 	 , defined by 

1
,

can be determined. The rms waveforms were smoothed using the moving average technique [25]. It 

should be noted that insignificant effect was found for the noise component, which was extracted at 
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different levels of the wavelet thresholding technique, on the trend of the smoothed rms waveforms.  

The MRA was therefore applied directly on the acquired LC waveforms. The LC waveform was 

analyzed at seven resolution levels with each level representing a specific frequency band as indicated 

in Table 3.4.  

The decomposed LC waveforms, 	and	 	, were analyzed simultaneously with Tmax during 

the hotspots and the eroding hotspots to characterize the EDBA. The proposed time-to-eroding 

parameter, TE, for which longer times indicate higher resistance to the EDBA was ascertained for 

ATH and silica filled samples for both DC polarities by measuring the time at which an eroding 

hotspot was obtained. Five samples of each composition were tested as per ASTM D2303 [22] and 

the hotpot temperature was identified through TGA and DSC analyses [37]. 

Table 3.4. Frequency bands of the resolution levels employed in the MRA. 

 

Waveform Frequency band (Hz) 

d1rms 3840-7680 

d2rms 1920-3840 

d3rms 960-1920 

d4rms 480-960 

d5rms 240-480 

d6rms 120-240 

d7rms 60-120 

A rms < 60 

3.3.5 The Role of Inorganic Fillers  

The reduction in erosion by fillers has been traditionally understood in the context of their flame 

retardancy [52]. The flame retardancy of composites has been investigated through understanding the 

suppressive effects of fillers during the combustion phase in the degradation of polymers [7, 62]. 

Correlation has been obtained between the flame retardancy of fillers and the improved thermal 
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effects of fillers inhibiting combustion [63]. Similarly, with the erosion dominantly defined to be a 

thermal mechanism [28], investigating SiR erosion under DC requires understanding the suppressive 

effects of fillers during hot spots development by DBA under DC. The understanding of the 

development of hot spots in the DC IPT is proposed in this study through wavelet-based MRA of the 

LC waveform [64].  As such, the corresponding effect of fillers is investigated in this part of the 

study. While improvement of the thermal conductivity and heat capacity has been attributed to the 

dilution in the condensed phase, production of diluent gases has been shown to increase the heat 

capacity of the gas phase after the decomposition [7, 62, 63]. Therefore, measurement of the Tmax 

using the IR camera during the IPT is important. 

The stable DBA was obtained to be promoted under +DC as compared to the –DC voltages in the 

IPT [65]; therefore, +DC voltages were applied.  Voltage level of 2.25 kV was applied, and a level of 

2.75 kV was used to compare the highly filled composites in set no. 1 of Table 3.1. Suppression of 

erosion was investigated in this study rather than evaluating the erosion resistance; therefore, testing 

was stopped with the initiation of erosion, unless the sample failed.  

It should be noted that the formation of an inert char due to the thermal decomposition of SiR, 

which forms a thermal barrier between the DBA and the surface and thus suppresses further heat 

ablation [7, 62, 63], is an important aspect in the erosion suppression mechanism.  However, the 

thermal effects of the fillers impeding the initiation of deep erosion due to stable and intense DBA 

under DC is important, rather than showing the influence of the inert char insulating heat from the 

DBA after erosion. 

To understand the thermal effects of ATH and silica in SiR, laser heating experiments were 

conducted utilizing the constant power approach. In addition, DSC analysis was utilized to identify 
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the thermal effects obtained for the fillers [37, 56], and ASTM D5470 method was used to investigate 

the volume effect of the filler on thermal conductivity.  

3.3.6   Thermal Analysis of the Dry-Band Arcing under AC and DC   

The test apparatus is similar to the IPT apparatus described in Figure 3.1. Five RS30 samples were 

mounted at an angle approaching 90oC, thereby accelerating the effects of DBA [35]. Contaminant 

flow rates between 0.3 and 1.65 ml/min and a test voltage of 5 kV, which lies within the critical 

testing voltage range of SiR [37, 66, 67], were used in this part of the study on the RS30 samples 

[19].  Simultaneous measurement of LC, visual observations, and thermal analysis were conducted. 

Video recordings from a web camera and from an IR camera (FLIR T650SC) captured the DBA,   

with the Tmax extracted from the thermal images using FLIR software. 

The DBA power dissipated on the SiR surface can be written as 

where  and  are the fraction of the total DBA power absorbed by the SiR sample, which has been 

assumed to be 0.9 [68] and the DBA power, respectively.  Such a high absorbance reflects the 

irradiated heat losses to be quite small due to the inverted orientation of the sample. The  was 

determined using the DBA voltage  and current  as follows: 

,

with the capacitive current under AC assumed to be negligible due to the conductive liquid 

contaminant (2.5 - 2.7 mS/cm) , which includes Triton X100 as a wetting agent. Considering the 

circuit model of the impinged surface by the DBA, the  can be obtained from the relationship  

,
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where , , , 	 	 		are the source voltage, ballast resistance, surface resistance of the liquid 

contaminant per unit length, 5 cm distance between the electrodes, and the DBA length, respectively. 

The  of the liquid contaminant was determined using the measured   at different flow rates, as  

2.3 .

In addition, to investigate the effect of metallic ions from electrode corrosion under +DC, and likely 

under AC, the linear resistance of the DBA can be defined as follows:  

.

The DBA in the IPT is viewed as the source of heat for ablation of SiR. It follows that the 

temperature on the surface due to DBA is dependent on the geometry, power and thermal properties 

of the SiR samples.  The heat transfer equation, which can be expressed for the thermal analysis 

conducted in this study as 

. ,

was applied to analyze the surface temperature , where , , , 	 	 	 are the density, specific 

heat capacity of the composite, duration of the DBA, thermal conductivity, and the DBA heat 

impinging the surface respectively. Tmax was found to increase with the period of the DBA and 

observed to saturate after short periods. This behavior of Tmax may be attributed to the influence of the 

formation of char behaving as a heat shield between the DBA and the SiR surface.  Based on the 

visual observations and thermal analysis, saturation of Tmax seems to be limited to about one second in 

duration for flow rate ≤ 1ml/min; whereas, periods of 4-7 seconds could be observed at higher flow 

rates. The dominant DBA with period of 1.2 and 0.7 s was observed in the –DC and +DC IPTs, 

respectively [34]. Therefore Tmax was estimated and compared to the experimental findings with 
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respect to the DBA period of one second at flow rates ≤1 ml/min. Comsol® software was utilized to 

analyze the temperature rise (Figure 3.6), with the DBA power experimentally obtained under AC 

and DC. The DBA length has been always found to be small, i.e. < 1cm, therefore, the corresponding 

affected surface area was assumed to be rectangular having the dimensions of   cm2, where La 

and  are respectively the length and width of the DBA.  Based on visual observations, an average 

value of 0.2 cm was taken for .   

 

Figure 3.6. Comsol ® model used to estimate the Tmax, This example for the case of +DC (5 kV).  

It should be noted that a comparative analysis of the thermal effect of the DBA with respect to 

voltage type was investigated rather than providing an analytical solution for the absolute hotspot 

temperature induced by the DBA. Therefore, the study considered the thermal effect of the DBA on 

the SiR condensed phase and correlation analysis was used for validation. The correlation coefficient 

, defined by  
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r
,

.
, 2.4

was obtained for the estimated and the experimentally determined Tmax, respectively Y  and Y , where 

COV	 Y , Y  represents the covariance.  

  

The tests conducted and the corresponding approaches taken in the study can be summarized in the 

diagram shown in Figure 3.7.  

 

 

Figure 3.7. Diagram of the conducted tests and the corresponding studies. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

Development of the equivalent DC IPT requires the integration of both the experimental findings 

elucidating the erosion mechanisms and parametric study of the DBA characteristics under DC as 

compared to AC stresses. In particular, the factors influencing erosion under DC as compared to AC, 

such as the electrowetting of the liquid contaminant, the voltage polarity, surface condition and 

physical characteristics of the DBA have to be investigated. Therefore, in this chapter, results of 

analyzing the LC and temperature measured during the IPT, identification of the corresponding 

thermal degradation mechanisms and understanding the erosion suppression effects of fillers are 

presented.   

4.1 Initial-Tracking Voltage in the AC and DC Inclined Plane Tests 

The ITVs determined for the Unfilled, RS10 and RS30 as descried in 3.3.2 are shown in Table 4.1. 

It is evident that the erosion class of a specific SiR composition is dependent on the voltage mode,   

and is largely independent of the filler loading. Figure 4.1 shows typical erosion patterns on RS30 

samples tested under AC, +DC and -DC voltages. In all three voltage modes, the eroded path is 

initiated from the bottom electrode and longer channels of residue are found to accumulate under 

+DC as compared to –DC.  
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Table 4.1. ITVs of the tested SiR composites under AC, +DC and –DC voltages. 

Sample identification
ITV (kV) 

AC +DC -DC 

Unfilled SiR 3.5-3.75 2.25* 2.75-3.0 

RS10 3.75 2.5-2.75 3.25 

RS30 3.75-4.0 2.5-2.75 3.25 
*Obtained sooner than third voltage step and noted as ITV since DBA initiated at 2.0 kV 

 

(a) AC 

 

(b) +DC 

 

(c) -DC 

Figure 4.1. Failure patterns on three different RS30 samples failed in the ITV test under (a) AC, (b) +DC and 
(c) –DC. 
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4.2 Leakage Current in the +DC, -DC and AC Inclined Plane Tests 

Figure 4.2 shows the measured LC as a function of applied voltage (with 95% confidence intervals) 

for AC, +DC and –DC, in the investigation of the wetting behavior of the liquid contaminant. It is 

visually observed that when LC saturation occurs, intermittent discharges accompanied significant 

disruption of the contaminant. Expulsion of small droplets from the contaminant rivulet at a voltage 

level of 1.25 kV could be clearly observed under AC, +DC and –DC. Typical expulsion pattern is 

shown in Figure 4.3. As the ejected volume of contaminant increases with applied voltage, reducing 

the rivulet, and therefore its conductance, the DBA current magnitude also diminishes. Since the 

average LC is highest under +DC at pre DBA stage, it follows that the lowest ejection occurs at +DC. 

Foam in the contaminant rivulet under –DC has been observed which appears to be generated at the 

upper electrode.   

Figure 4.4 shows the Iw and the corresponding Vw obtained at flow rates between 0.3 and 1.65 

ml/min under the applied 5kV AC, +DC and –DC voltage [60]. Little difference was obtained in the 

Iw with respect to the voltage type for flow rates of 1, 1.3 and 1.65 ml/min; and therefore the 
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corresponding rp values were assumed similar with respect to the voltage type for these flow rates.  
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Figure 4.2. Average LC under AC, +DC and –DC for voltage ranges of 0.25-3 kV. 

 

Figure 4.3. Typical expulsion pattern observed during the surface measurement study under the IPT voltage ( 
1.75 kV +DC); left-actual image and right-black-and-white image. 
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Figure 4.4. Iw as a function of flowrate prior to the formation of dry-bands under +DC, -DC and AC voltages. 

4.3 AC and DC Erosion under the Equivalent Voltages  

The average R 	and R 	 obtained for the tested composites using the ITV method were found 

to be 67% and 84% of the AC voltage, respectively. The equivalent +DC and –DC voltages were, 

accordingly, calculated, as in equation (2.1), and are shown in Table 4.2. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 

show the erosion pattern for the tested RS30 samples under the equivalent voltages and the 

corresponding measured erosion depth and area, respectively. Comparable erosions are obtained 

under +DC and –DC but not for AC despite applying the equivalent test voltages as determined by 

the ITV method. Bruce et al. also reported a comparable erosion under +2.25 kV and -3.25 kV, but 

with different flow rates (0.15 ml/min and 0.3 ml/min under +DC and –DC, respectively) [18]. 

Obtaining such an agreement in the erosion resistance shows the potential of finding reproducible 

outcomes in the DC IPT. 
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Table 4.2. Average CV ratios for +DC and –DC as compared to the AC IPTs and AC, +DC and –DC voltages 

to be applied in the constant voltage methods for the tested SiR composites. 

Sample identification 	 (%)
	

(%) 

 

(kV) 
	 (kV) 

 

(kV) 

Unfilled SiR 60-64 73-86 2.75-3.0 2.0 2-2.5 

RS10 67-73 87 3.0 2-2.25 2.5 

RS30 63-73 81-87 3-3.25 2-2.25 2.5-2.75 

Average 67 84 - - - 

 

(a) 3.5 kV AC (rms) 

 

(b) 2.25 kV +DC

 

 (c ) 3 kV –DC 

Figure 4.5. Erosion patterns for the voltage modes and suggested test voltages in (a) 3.5 kV rms AC; (b) 2.25 
kV +DC; (c) 3 kV –DC. 
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Figure 4.6. Maximum erosion depth and area on RS30 samples tested in the IPT at 3.5 kV AC, 2.25 kV +DC 
and 3 kV –DC. 

4.4 Correlation of Residue, Hotspot Temperature and Eroding Dry-Band Arcing  

Figure 4.7 compares the growth of Tmax on HA58 samples, with residue intact (RI) and residue 

removed (RR), under the equivalent +DC and -DC to AC voltages. The findings reported were 

obtained for all the tested samples, and typical results are illustrated for the sake of brevity. The 

primary observation is that the DBA residue gives rise to hotspots which accelerates erosion of the test 

samples.  Damage was clearly observed for a hot spot temperature > 200 oC under both AC and DC; 

however, deep erosion was evident under DC at an eroding hotspot approaching 400 oC which was not 
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recorded under AC. In addition, deeper erosion and more concentrated residue were obtained for the 

samples tested under +DC as compared to –DC as evident in Figure 4.8. Similar relative erosion 

patterns were reported with respect to the voltage polarity even on different formulations of SiR and at 

different IPT voltages [18, 20]. Similar degradation with temperature has also been reported for 

different compositions of filled SiR [37].  
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Figure 4.7. Tmax on HA58 samples with voltages of (a) AC (rms 3.5 kV); (b) +DC (2.25 kV); and (c) –DC (3 
kV) with RI and RR.  
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Figure 4.8. Erosion patterns on the tested HA58 composites in studying the influece of the reside formation 
under the equivalent +DC, -DC and AC voltages.  

4.5 The Eroding Hotspot Temperature  

Figure 4.9 shows the TGA and DSC results for the HA58 material.  The DSC plot shows an 

endothermic dent in interval A, corresponding to thermal decomposition [37]. Decomposition of the 

HTV material took place in interval A with an initial loss of weight at approximately 210 oC. The 

interval A in the DTG results shows maximum degradation at 340 oC. Similarly, the initial 

degradation temperature can be obtained from interval A at 230 oC with a maximum rate at 317 oC for 

the RA30 sample as shown in Figure 4.10. Also, Figure 4.11 shows 200 oC as an initial degradation 

temperature and 371 oC as the temperature of maximum rate of weight loss during A for the RS30 

sample. Hotpot spots were therefore defined at Tmax 200oC; whereas, Tmax approaching the 400 oC 

leading to deep erosion was identified as the eroding hotspot temperature on the tested SiR [37].  
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Figure 4.9. TGA and DSC curves of the HA58 composites in air. 

 

Figure 4.10. TGA and DSC curves of the RA30 composites in air. 
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Figure 4.11. TGA and DSC curves of the RS30 composites in air.  

4.6 Characterization of the Eroding Dry-Band Arcing  

Figure 4.12 shows an example of the correlation between the measured Tmax and the Arms waveform 

for an RA30 sample under 2.25 kV +DC. Similar correlations were also obtained for the remaining 

samples tested under both polarities.  Fewer non-conduction periods were found to be associated with 

hot spot temperature development and ultimately the eroding hotspots.  A segment of the EDBA 

current waveform, shown in Figure 4.13, verifies a stable discharge. Random discharges embedded in 

the stable DBA current (flat top) are evident in Figure 4.13b. The effect of these discharges is to 

slightly raise the magnitude of the flat top of the stable DBA current, thereby increasing the intensity 

of the stable DBA as confirmed by simultaneous monitoring of the surface condition, Figure 4.13c. 

Therefore, the rms details mainly reflect the intensity of the stable discharge during the EDBA since 

they detect the transient fronts/tails of the random pulses on the flat top of the stable (main) discharge.   
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   Figure 4.14 compares the Tmax to ,  and , in which significant correlation is 

evident between the rms value and Tmax. The correlation diminishes with higher order details (lower 

frequency bands), especially for d7rms in Figure 4.14. This finding is clearly confirmed by the analysis 

of the unsmoothed waveforms, as indicated by d1rms versus d7rms in Figure 4.15. 

At elevated temperatures, it has been shown that volatile cyclic oligomers are produced during the 

decomposition of SiR and ionization of the resulting plasma phase in the DBA promotes intense 

discharges [37]. The stable and intense discharges, which were found to initiate deep erosion, were 

identified through an increase in the LC, forming random pulses that are superimposed on the flattop 

of the stable LC. Such an increase in the LC enables the evolution of the d3rms (> 0.1 mA [18]) shown 

in Figure 5.2, and the relative evolution of the d3rms was accordingly proposed as an indicator of the 

relative inception of the stable and intense DBA. It was observed that higher temperatures coincided 

with the occurrence of superimposed LC pulses. The correlation between the surface temperature, 

which is a reflection of the discharge severity and d3rms can be therefore justified, and the magnitude 

of the d3rms accordingly indicates the extent to which the random pulses take place. Thus, the relative 

magnitude of d3rms is an indicator of the degree of ionizations in the plasma phase.  
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Figure 4.12. Arms waveform of an RA30 sample under 2.25 kV +DC along with the corresponding Tmax. 

 

Figure 4.13. (a) Measured LC during the EDBA under DC with time; (b) segment of the EDBA current that 
shows stable discharge current (flat top) with associated random discharges promoting an intense discharge as 

shown in (c). 
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of the Tmax with time to (a) d1rms, (b) d3rms, and (c) d7rms on sample RA30 at 2.25 kV 
+DC. 
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Figure 4.15. Comparison of d1rms and d7rms to Tmax with time for an RA30 sample at 2.25 kV +DC. 

4.7 Suppression of Dry-Band Arcing Erosion by Alumina Tri-hydrate and Silica 

Fillers in Silicone Rubber under DC 

Figure 4.16 shows the TE for RA30 and RS30 samples under +DC and –DC; the –DC show shorter 

TE.  In addition, the silica samples show shorter TE than the ATH samples. TE was also found to 

increase with filler level irrespective of the filler type. The DBA residue was observed to form in a 

scattered pattern on the ATH samples as opposed to the silica samples. The water of hydration of 

ATH released during DBA is believed somewhat to hinder the formation of a concentrated residue, 

thereby delaying the EDBA [13, 14].  Regarding polarity, despite the higher temperatures observed 

under +DC, slower formation of residue was observed under +DC than under -DC, leading to longer 

TE [31].   
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Figure 4.17 shows the development of d3rms with time in the IPT for unfilled SiR, RA30 and RS30 

specimens. The delayed evolution of d3rms observed for both RS30 and RA30 samples shows a delay 

in the evolution of Tmax due to the addition of un-hydrated silica and hydrated alumina [50], with a 

slower evolution of Tmax evident for RA30 as compared to the RS30 samples. Figure 4.18 shows 

similar trend for the evolution of Tmax with time for RA30L and the RS30L samples at laser powers of 

3.5 and 4.5 W.  Higher magnitudes of d3rms were found for the unfilled SiR as compared to the RA30 

and RS30 samples, showing a reduction in the ionizations of the plasma phase on the filled as 

compared to the unfilled composites. The very little difference in the magnitude of d3rms between 

RA30 and the RS30 samples indicates an insignificant difference in the degree of ionizations between 

30 wt% ATH and silica.   

Figure 4.19 shows the development of d3rms for RA30, RS30, RA50 and RS50 samples at 2.75 kV 

+DC. Sample RS50 shows a longer time for d3rms to develop as with the higher filler loading. 

However, a lower level of d3rms for the RA50 sample suggests yet another mechanism to be present 

reducing the degree of ionizations in the plasma phase. Similarly, a lower level of d3rms was found for 

highly filled HTV SiR with ATH as shown in Figure 4.20.  
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Figure 4.16. TE in minutes for the RA30 and RS30 samples with 2.25 kV +DC and 3 kV –DC. 

 

Figure 4.17. Comparison of d3rms patterns with time for unfilled SiR , RA30 and RS30 samples, at 2.25 kV 
+DC voltage.  
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Figure 4.18. Tmax for  RA30L and RS30L samples in laser heating experiments at laser powers of 3.5 and 4.5 
W.  

 

Figure 4.19. Comparison of d3rms with time for RA30, RS30, RA50 and RS50 samples at 2.75 kV +DC.  
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Figure 4.20. Development of d3rms with time for HA25 and HA58 samples under 2.25 kV +DC. 

4.8 Analysis of the Surface Temperature in the AC, +DC and –DC Inclined 

Plane Tests 

As previously obtained, different mechanisms were contributing to the development of hotspots, 

thus erosion inception of SiR in the DC IPT. Therefore, it is very important to investigate for the 

characteristics of the DBA as indicated by LC. The LC was measured as shown in Figure 4.21, with 

the cases involving liquid contaminant flow rates of 1 and 1.65 ml/min under AC and DC, to conduct 

the study at the similar . Table 4.3 shows the corresponding rp determined using equation (2.3). 
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Table 4.3. Calculated rp in the AC IPT. 

Flow rate (ml/min) rp (kΩ/cm) 

0.3    73 

0.7    51 

1    35 

1.3    30 

1.65    27 

By changing the contaminant flow rate, it was noticed that very little change was found in the DBA 

length.  However, a clear distinction in the DBA length was evident with voltage type as shown in 

Figure 4.22.  

The LC was found to be largest under +DC followed by AC and –DC. Figure 4.24 shows the 

corresponding surface resistance of the DBA showing higher resistivity for the DBA under -DC as 

compared to +DC and AC, with little difference between AC and +DC. A similar finding has been 

reported with DBA of longer lengths in flashover studies [69]. The DBA power was found 

comparable under AC, +DC and –DC at flow rate of 1 ml/min.  Figure 4.23 compares the normalized 

Tmax for DBA period of one second under AC, +DC and –DC, showing the highest Tmax under +DC 

followed by –DC and then AC. Good correlation was obtained between the estimated and the 

experimental Tmax with an average  of 0.99 determined by equation , which verifies the analysis 

conducted.   
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Figure 4.21. LC measured at flow rates of 1, 1.3 and 1.65 ml/min under AC, +DC and –DC. 

 

Figure 4.22. Estimated DBA length under 5 kV AC, +DC and –DC. 
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Figure 4.23. Comparison of normlizedTmax determined under AC, +DC and -DC for a liquid contaminant flow 
rate of 1 ml/min. 

 

Figure 4.24. rp versus rd of the DBA in the AC, +DC and –DC IPTs. 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion 

The conducted studies in this research have been targeted mainly towards enabling the 

development of the DC IPT. Therefore, a mechanistic explanation to the erosion in the DC IPT and 

the corresponding suppression effect of fillers are provided.  

5.1 Erosion of Silicone Rubber Composites in the AC and DC Inclined Plane 

Tests 

5.1.1 AC and DC Erosion Classes   

The ITV determined for the unfilled SiR, RA10 and RA30 samples (Table 4.1) has been shown 

dependent on the voltage type irrespective of the filler loading. Likewise, Chang et al. reported the 

insignificant difference in the ITV for tested SiR composites with different loading levels of ATH in 

the AC IPT [70]. Ansorge et al. have also reported that adding silica filler to unfilled SiR samples in 

the levels of 20 and 25 wt% does not affect the time-to-failure in the AC IPT [66].  

In addition, the ITVs determined in this study is found lower showing more severe DBA under DC 

as compared to AC, and under +DC as compared to –DC. The ITV has been found by Mathes to be a 

dependent parameter on the energy dissipated on the tested sample in the IPT [4]. Therefore, based on 

the findings obtained in this study, the DBA energy with +DC can be defined greater compared to –

DC and AC, at the same voltage levels and irrespective with filler loading. Such findings suggest, for 

a specific base material, equivalent rather than equal voltages has to be determined for the DC as 

compared to the standard AC IPT.    
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The AC IPT has been developed by Mathes et al. to induce a continuous DBA rooted on the 

bottom electrode, thereby providing an accelerated and reproducible aging for the tested materials 

[21].  The eroded paths obtained in this study (Figure 4.1) propagate from the bottom electrode, and 

the erosion patterns reported throughout the study are reproducible. Both observations have been also 

reported by Bruce et al. [18], which provides a strong basis to develop the DC IPT apparatus similar 

to that of the AC IPT. 

5.1.2 Behavior of Liquid Contaminant under AC, +DC and –DC  

Figure 4.2 indicates saturation of LC as an indicator of the DBA in the DC IPT, a similar finding 

under AC was reported by Jolly as LC saturation is an indication of significant evaporation resulting 

in intermittent DBA [71]. In the IPT and during the pre DBA stage, the LC flowing in the liquid 

contaminant does not suffer from disruption and is therefore resistive in nature. When the voltage is 

increased, however, dry bands can be formed and DBA can take place whereby the rms LC waveform 

tends to be pulsative in nature. The correlation between the DBA and the satuarion in the LC 

waveform found in Figure 4.2 [44] can be accordingly confirmed.  

In addition, standard deviation of LC can be an indicator of DBA power as it reflects the energy of 

the waveform variation (distortion) [72]. Standard deviation of decomposed waveforms using the 

wavelet-multiresolution analysis has been used previously to feature DBA energy [48] and surface 

pollution severity in clean fog under AC voltages [47]. Figure 5.1 shows the average AC LC at 

contaminant flow rates of 0.15 and 0.3 ml/min along with the standard voltage ranges as per ASTM 

D2303, but applied for five minutes. It is seen that the average LC is independent of the applied 

voltage over the interval of 2 to 2.75 kV at 0.15 ml/min and 3 to 3.75 kV at 0.3 ml/min. A similar 

pattern under +DC and –DC can be inferred from Figure 4.2 where a saturation in the average current 
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can be recognized after DBA inception at a specific flow rate of 0.3 ml/min. It is evident therefore 

that if the standard deviation is an indicator of DBA power, then the average has to be an  indicator of 

the non-discharge current dissipating heat on the liquid contaminant to form dry-bands. 

Figure 5.1. Average LC for ASTM D2303 test voltage ranges and at flow rates of 0.2 and 0.3 ml/min. 

The inception of discharges takes place at a lower voltage with –DC compared to +DC and AC and 

this could possibly be attributed to the increased evaporation of the contaminant rivulet and may be 

the reason for the early saturation in the LC as shown in Figure 4.2. The foam generated in the –DC 

IPT, as shown in section 4.2, can modify the liquid contaminant characteristics, thereby modifying 

the inception voltage of DBA. Bruce et al. hypothesized the production of hydrogen during 

electrolysis as reason for the foam production [20].     
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  The expulsion of water droplets observed in Figure 4.3 was reported by Vallet et al. as an 

indicator of instability at the triple point (air, solid and liquid contaminant) that comes about due to 

the electrostatic force overcoming the capillary force [73, 74]. The presence of a surfactant in the 

contaminant has contributed to the instability at a lower voltage [74]; whereas, the unstable behavior 

has been reported at later stage of electrowetting.   

The DBA current has been reported to be limited by the surface resistance of the contaminated 

layer [75]. As a result, the least expulsion, thus largest volume of contaminant, obtained under the 

+DC voltage has led to maximum degree of severity of the DBA and thus minimum ITV. Although 

more ejection of contaminant under –DC can be inferred as compared to AC, the nature of the DC 

voltage applied as opposed to 60 Hz AC seems to play an important role in obtaining lower ITV 

under –DC. Alternatively, Bruce [18] and Vas [20] et al. suggested the effect of electrode corrosion 

as the main reason of the relative difference in the LC levels under the different voltage modes; 

however, in this part of the study, no significant effect of corrosion was found.  

5.1.3 Equivalent DC Voltages  

  In the light of the lack of information about the DC tracking/erosion classes of materials, new 

tests for determining these classes still have to be conducted each time a new material composition is 

investigated under DC. As solid experience of several material classes has been already built for AC, 

it is beneficial to take the advantage and come up with a parameter that is more generic in obtaining 

the voltage ratios.  

More reliable implementation to energy approach is utilized for obtaining the generic parameter by 

which the equivalent DC voltages can be determined. As heat ablation of material surfaces is the 
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consequence of DBA, the non-discharge current of the LC has to be excluded to extract a parameter 

that correlates with DBA energy. To indicate the DBA energy, the standard deviation of the LC  

1
1

was defined, where N and  i[n] are  the number of samples acquired and the nth sample of the current, 

respectively, and    is the mean reflecting the non-discharge current component, which can be written 

as 

1
.

Using standard deviation alone, however, as a DBA energy indicator can be deceiving when 

comparing signals with different means, i.e wetting current levels. In such case, the standard 

deviation is a parameter that has to be interpreted with respect to the mean [72], where the average 

LC has been reported, Figure 4.2, to flow in different levels depending on the voltage mode (+DC 

and–DC) [18]. Therefore, the CV can be used as a relative indicator to obtain reliable and practical 

comparison of the DBA energy under AC, +DC and –DC voltages. The coefficient of variation   

CV= 

was be accordingly determined. In dealing with both DC and AC IPT LC waveforms, it is more 

practical to use the rms-equivalent for AC waveforms.  The rms-equivalent is obtained using a 

moving one-second window.  Thus, for each second, the rms value of the acquired AC waveform 

1
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was determined. With long duration of voltage application and depending on the voltage mode, 

residue accumulates on the surface that can affect the severity of the DBA.  Thus, an early stage in the 

DBA is considered in the CV method to avoid the effects of surface residue from affecting the 

outcome of the method.   Therefore, five-minute waveforms are acquired. It is important to note that 

the CV method determines the energy carried by the discharge current  and looks for 

equivalent DC voltages producing similar energy rather than forcing an equivalent severity.  

A reference DC  or  voltage level is equivalent to a reference AC 	  in the IPT if the 

induced DC discharge current possesses a CV equal to that of the corresponding AC. Accordingly, 

the voltage ratios obtained from the CV method can be represented as follows: 

.

Common reference voltages at 0.15 ml/min and 0.3 ml/min, which are 2.5 kV and 3.5 kV, 

respectively, are used [23]. Then the equivalent DC voltages to any corresponding AC in the constant 

voltage methods of the IPT can be found as in equation (2.1)) using the CV ratios (  and ). 

To validate the voltage ratios obtained as per the CV method, the percentage difference %Diff 

between the voltage ratio obtained in the ITV and CV methods are found, for example for the case 

involving +DC  

%
	

2

100%.

 

Table 5.1 provides the equivalent +DC and –DC test voltages with respect to AC in the CV method.  

For an AC test level of 2.5 kV with contaminant flow rate of 0.15 ml/min, the equivalent +DC and -
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DC test levels are 1.7 kV and 1.9 kV, respectively.  Similarly, for an AC test level of 3.5 kV with 

contaminant flow rate of 0.3 ml/min, the equivalent +DC and –DC test levels are 2.3 kV and 3 kV, 

respectively.  No significant difference can be reported between the equivalent ratios obtained for the 

two flow rates using the CV methods for both polarities as shown in Table 5.1.  

In validating the CV method, the recommended +DC and     –DC voltages had a deviation of 1.5% 

(%Diff+DC) and 1.2% (%Diff-DC), respectively, from the voltage levels determined as per the ITV 

method. The CV parameter is, therefore, verified to provide a reliable approach by which the 

equivalent DC voltage can determined. The equivalent –DC voltages obtained using the CV method 

almost match those reported by Bruce et al. for both flow rates, but not under +DC [18]. It seems, 

therefore, that the CV method has an improved reliability due to its capability of detecting other 

sources of bias like the relative volume of the contaminant with respect to polarity effect.  

Table 5.1. The equivalent +DC and –DC IPT voltages for constant voltage methods along with their ratios with 

respect to the standard AC voltage, obtained using the CV method. 

 

 

 

5.1.4 Erosion Performance of Silicone Rubber under AC and DC Voltages  

The relative erosion obtained in Figure 4.6 for the equivalent voltages suggests that, in order to 

reach a similar performance to that of the AC, a material improvement is needed for the SiR to be 

employed for DC. This recommendation does not match with Bossi’s et al. as the authors  suggested 

that no additional improvement is required as long as operational voltages are selected with respect to 

specific creepage distance (flashover voltages) [76].  The DC flashover voltages found by Bossi et al. 

Flow rate 

(ml/min) 
	  (kV)  (kV)  (kV)  (%)  (%) 

0.15 2.5 1.7 1.9 68 76 

0.3 3.5 2.3 3 66 85 
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for SiR insulators were found equal to 0.75-0.85 of the corresponding AC [76]. Comparable creepage 

distances to those reported by Bossi et al. were, nevertheless, already applied in this study as per the 

ITV method, and it is recommended that tracking/erosion another factor that has to be added to the 

withstand voltage criterion in selecting the DC creepage distance.  

5.2 The Eroding Dry-Band Arcing Mechanism 

The mechanistic observations obtained throughout the study can be summarized in Figure 5.2 

showing an example of the LC approximation, its d3rms, and Tmax with time, along with the 

corresponding visual appearance of the DBA in the DC IPT. The erosion mechanisms can be 

accordingly classified into two main sages, the intermittent and the stable DBA stages. In the early 

stage of the IPT, the DBA is intermittent, as indicated by the pulsative nature of the LC waveform, 

frequently decreasing below 1 mA in which no arcing develops. This intermittent discharge promotes 

the EDBA, described as a stable and intense DBA. Extensive analysis into the development of 

intermittent DBA has been conducted by Bruce et al. [18], and the EDBA has been described by 

Gorur [32] and Mailfert et al. [33], yet elucidation on the relation between the intermittent DBA, 

surface degradation mechanism and the EDBA is needed.   

Although no hot spots, thus erosion, can be reported to take place due to the intermittent DBA as 

respectively shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.8, residue is formed. With Tmax obtained  is < 200 oC, 

the residue formed can be attributed to the heat of the DBA leaving silica as residue as described by 

the Andrinov mechanism of SiR in [11, 12].  Residue formation promotes stable and intense DBA, 

thereby giving rise to higher Tmax as shown in Figure 4.7 and eventually the inception of deep erosion 

shown in Figure 4.8. The stable DBA was identified through a recognizable reduction of non-arcing 

periods. The statistical analysis shown in Appendix A has also confirmed this behavior described for 
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the DBA, as similar trend was obtained for to the mean and the LC approximation (Figure A.1). The 

statistical analysis in Appendix A also indicates an additional ionization taking place in the DBA 

plasma after the inception of the stable DBA, as an evolution was detected for the skewness and 

kurtosis showing a change in the distribution of the DBA current as an indication of a change in the 

ionization mechanism (Figure A.2). The enhanced DBA stability can be justified to take place as a 

result of the residue slowing down the rate of evaporation of the liquid contaminant in contact with 

the upper electrode (anode). Gorur et al. [32] proposed similar effect for surface deposits of tested 

SiR in salt fog reducing the rate of evaporation of the contaminant, thereby promoting longer 

discharge periods [32]. It follows that for a given flow rate in the IPT, the faster accumulation of 

residue promotes faster inception of the stable DBA, thus evolution of Tmax and erosion.  The faster 

formation of residue always obtained under –DC as compared to +DC and AC voltages as shown in 

Figure 4.7 can justify the earlier TE shown in Figure 4.17.  Based on Mathes et al. [21] work that 

reported the residue to form with respect to the electrostatic forces during the experiments that led to 

the development of the standard IPT, enhanced electrostatic precipitation promoting faster 

accumulation of the residue under DC as compared to AC and under –DC as compared to +DC can be 

inferred.   

On the other hand, more concentrated residue compressing, thus intensifying, the DBA takes place 

under DC as compared to AC, and under +DC as compared to –DC voltages. The intensification in 

the DBA is obviously responsible for promoting the heat giving rise to Tmax. The heat of the DBA is 

therefore most severe under +DC followed by –DC and then AC. This finding is confirmed by the 

erosion patterns obtained in Figure 4.8, showing little surface damage to take place under AC as 

compared to deep erosion under DC, with deeper erosion obtained under +DC as compared to –DC.  
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Bruce [18] and Vas [20] et al. proposed electrolysis of the upper electrode giving rise to LC, thus 

power, to dominate the relative severity of erosion under +DC as compared to -DC. Higher LC is 

confirmed in this study under +DC as compared to –DC as shown in Figure 4.21, indicating that DBA 

power can be an influential effect on the relative erosion obtained. However, electrode corrosion does 

not seem to be the dominant factor, as tiny difference is shown for the linear resistance of the DBA 

under +DC and AC voltages. In addition, the relative severity of erosion has to be explained taking 

into consideration the effect of residue formation shown in Figure 4.7, or in other words with respect 

to the dynamic behavior of the DBA governing the accumulation of residue.  

The shorter DBA length obtained under DC as compared to AC, and under +DC as compared to –

DC, stresses can be used to justify the accumulation of residue in more concentrated pattern under DC 

as compared to AC, and under +DC as compared to –DC. The  (found as in equation (2.4)) was 

obtained between the normalized Tmax and the La to be -0.97, strongly indicating higher Tmax at lower 

La. It can be inferred that Tmax is highly influenced by the arc length which determines the 

corresponding area on which the power of the DBA is dissipated.  
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Figure 5.2. Example of the LC approximation, its decomposed d3rms and the corresponding Tmax in the DC IPT 
for sample RA30 tested under 2.25 kV +DC. 

5.3 The Role of Inorganic Fillers  

Based on the aforementioned understanding about the erosion mechanism in the DC IPT, the 

corresponding thermal effects of fillers are accordingly summarized in Table 5.2. These effects can be 

used to explain the relative erosion obtained with respect to the effect of fillers type (ATH versus 

silica) and filler level. Such an understanding of the thermal effects of fillers not only enables 

comparing erosion of different composites, but also constructs for a reliable and specialized method 

by which SiR housing composites can be developed using inorganic filler for DC outdoor insulation 
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applications, rather than simply adding fillers for improved thermal properties of the composites in 

general.  

Table 5.2. Thermal effects of fillers on the suppression of SiR erosion in the DC IPT. 

Composite 

phase 
Thermal effect of filler Effect in the IPT 

Indicator in the 

d3rms 

Condensed 

Increased thermal conductivity 

Delaying  the development of 

Tmax 

Delaying the  

evolution of d3rms 

Dehydration of fillers increasing  

heat capacity 

Gas Dilution of the plasma phase 
Increased heat capacity of the 

plasma phase 

Lower magnitude of 

d3rms 

5.3.1 Thermal Effects of Alumina Tri-Hydrate and Silica  

As indicated in Table 5.2, the delayed evolution of d3rms observed for both RS30 and RA30 samples 

as compared to the unfilled SiR (Figure 4.17) can be attributed to an improved thermal conductivity 

due to the addition of respectively un-hydrated silica and hydrated alumina [50]. In addition, the 

further delay in hotspots (TE in Figure 4.16 and evolution in Tmax in Figure 4.17) obtained for the 

ATH as compared to the silica samples, indicates an additional influential mechanism for the water of 

hydration to suppress the effect of the residue formation and the DBA heat.  

The water of hydration can be also speculated to hinder the physical accumulation of residue, most 

likely due to the physical cleaning mechanism of the hydrated water [13, 14]. Figure 5.3 shows the 

temperature profile for RA30L and RS30L samples in the laser heating experiments. Insignificant 
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difference in the temperature profiles indicates little difference in the thermal conductivities [50]. But 

the slower evolution of Tmax with time for RA30L as compared to the RS30L samples shown in 

Figure 4.18 was evident at about 230 oC, which is approximately the initial dehydration temperature 

of ATH in DSC analysis (Figure 5.4). The DSC analysis shows an endothermic dent that begins at 

230oC, indicating an increase in the heat capacity of the RA30 samples due to the enthalpy of the 

dehydration of the ATH. Therefore, the delayed evolution of d3rms shown in Figure 4.17 for the RA30 

samples can be also attributed to the enthalpy of the dehydration of ATH. 

 Figure 5.5 shows the DSC analysis comparing unfilled SiR to RS30 samples in air.  The 

exothermic hump shown for the SiR samples was detected at the same temperature that caused 

erosion of the samples [37] indicating a thermo-oxidative mechanism of volatile SiR oligomers. 

Therefore, the reduction in the hump in Figure 5.5 when silica is added indicates a reduction in the 

volatile oligomers. This reduction is simply attributable to the filler diluting the polymer, thus 

improving its properties in the condensed phase. In addition, the reduction in the hump shown in 

Figure 5.5 suggests another dilution effect for the filler to reduce the effect of the combusted 

oligomers in the plasma phase.  Accordingly, the lower magnitudes of d3rms found for the filled as 

compared to the unfilled SiR (Figure 4.17) can be justified as a result of the dilution of the DBA 

plasma. The very little difference in the magnitude of d3rms between RA30 and the RS30 samples 

indicates an insignificant difference in the dilution effect between 30 wt% ATH and silica on 

suppressing the severity of the DBA plasma.   
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Figure 5.3. Temperature profiles for the RA30L and RS30L samples in laser heating experiments, 
measurement taken after 30 s of laser power applications.      

 

Figure 5.4. DSC analysis of RA30 and RS30 samples in air. 
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Figure 5.5. DSC analysis  of unfilled SiR and RS30 samples in air.  

5.3.2 The Effect of Alumina Tri-Hydrate and Silica Levels  

The longer time shown for d3rms to develop in the case involving RS50 as compared to the RS30 

samples can be attributed to the increased thermal conductivity that is brought about at the higher 

filler loading [50], thus volume effect of the filler diluting the condensed phase, Figure 5.6. In 

addition, the relative evolution obtained in Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 shows the 

prolonged evolution of the d3rms to be primarily influenced by the filler level, thus thermal 

conductivity, with an additional influential effect for the ATH.  

The higher thermal conductivity has the effect of conducting heat from the region affected by the 

DBA and distributing the heat over a larger region, thus lowering the temperature. Comparison of 

temperature profiles in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.7, respectively shows lower temperature profiles 
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measured for the RS50L as compared to the RS30L samples during the laser heating experiments, 

which verifies higher thermal conductivity with higher amounts of silica [50]. Figure 5.7 also shows 

that the thermal conductivity of RS50L and RA50L is essentially the same as very little difference in 

the temperature profiles was obtained [50]. However, a lower level of d3rms for the 50 wt% ATH 

sample suggests yet another mechanism other than thermal conductivity to be present which may be 

due to dilution of the arc plasma by water of hydration. Similarly, a lower level of d3rms was found for 

highly filled HTV SiR with ATH as shown in Figure 4.20.  

Figure 5.8 shows the DSC analysis of HA25 and HA58 samples in air and N2. For the HA25 

samples, it is evident that the exothermic hump in air is absent in N2, suggesting a thermo-oxidative 

mechanism is present during the DC IPT [37, 65]. For the HA58 samples, the exothermic hump is 

evident in both air and N2, suggesting an internal oxidation mechanism.  An internal oxidation 

mechanism in highly filled SiR with ATH ( >40 wt%) has previously been reported to yield carbon 

oxides and water, thereby diluting the arc plasma [37]. The diluent gases produced have been 

accordingly speculated as the water of hydration interacting with the released methyl groups [37, 77].  
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Figure 5.6. Thermal conductivity determined as a function of the filler loading in the ASTM D5470 method. 

 

Figure 5.7. Temperature profiles for the RA50L and RS50L samples in laser heating experiments 

indicating the relative thermal conductivity, measurement taken after 30 s of laser power applications.   
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Figure 5.8. DSC analysis of HA25 and HA58 samples in air and N2 atmospheres showing the internal oxidation 
mechanism for the HA58 sample.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions, Contributions and Future 

Work 

6.1 Conclusions  

In this thesis, a thorough mechanistic understanding of the DC DBA as compared to the AC DBA 

was achieved. In particular, DC as compared to AC DBA characteristics were analyzed by conducting 

LC measurements prior to and after the inception of DBA. At high test voltages, instability of the 

contaminant rivulet was found to be an important factor in the development of DBA and, 

consequently, biasing the test outcomes when equal voltages of rms AC and DC are selected. The 

ITV in ASTM D2303 was, therefore, proposed as a reliable approach by which +DC and –DC test 

voltages can be reliably selected. A CV parameter was also proposed as a useful mean of selecting the 

equivalent DC voltages, and the validity of the parameter was verified experimentally using the ITV 

test method.  

As for the LC study after the inception of the DBA, reduced resistivity for the DBA column was 

shown under the +DC and AC as compared to the –DC IPTs, giving rise to the magnitude of LC, thus 

the impinging heat on the tested SiR.  This reduction in resistivity was speculated to take place as a 

result of the produced metallic ions from electrode corrosion under +DC as compared to –DC. On the 

other hand, minor difference was determined between +DC and AC, indicating the validity of the 

existing apparatus of the IPT for DC voltages as electrolysis of the test electrodes were not found to 

bias the IPT outcomes under DC as compared to AC. In addition, the inception behavior of the 

discharge influencing the length of the DBA was found dependent on the voltage type. Reduced 
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length was measured for the DC as compared to the AC DBA, with further reduction shown under 

+DC as compared to –DC voltages. Thermal analysis was accordingly conducted, showing higher 

hotspot temperatures are promoted with DBA of smaller length.    

Erosion in the constant voltage method was investigated under DC by applying the equivalent 

voltages and compared to AC.  Based on this methodology, it was suggested that an improvement in 

SiR compositions is needed for DC.  Moreover, the need to select the creepage distance of polymer 

insulators designed for AC, yet to be used for DC, with reference to tracking/erosion performance 

was highlighted. 

The study highlighted the importance of investigating the EDBA mechanism, particularly under 

DC, which may induce severe erosion in the short term in SiR.  An investigation into the DBA 

mechanism leading to erosion of filled SiR in the DC inclined plane test was conducted. Good 

correlation was obtained between the formation of surface residue, hotspots and the EDBA.  The 

hotspots detected by IR camera correlated well with the temperature of degradation determined by 

TGA and DSC. To characterize the physical mechanism of DBA, wavelet-based MRA up to seven 

levels of resolution was applied to the LC waveforms. The analysis showed that both stable and 

intense discharges characterize the EDBA. A TE parameter was proposed to determine the relative 

resistance to the formation of residue. Faster accumulation of residue was evident under -DC than 

+DC, but more concentrated residue giving rise to more stable and intense DBA, thus deeper erosion, 

was obtained under +DC as compared to -DC. In addition, earlier inception of erosion was obtained 

for the silica filled- as compared to the ATH filled- silicone, in which the release of the water of 

hydration was postulated to suppress the residue formation and the effect of the EDBA.  
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The suppression of DBA erosion of silicone rubber by ATH and silica fillers in the DC IPT was 

accordingly investigated, employing the wavelet based MRA of LC. The 	component of the LC 

as decomposed by the wavelet-based MRA was shown to be an indicator of the effectiveness of the 

filler type in suppressing erosion by DBA.  The addition of ATH or silica filler to SiR increased the 

thermal conductivity of the composites, prolonging the development of the eroding temperature, and 

thus the evolution of the . Additional effect was also obtained for the dehydration enthalpy of 

ATH, at a filler level of 30 wt%, in suppressing hot spot development.  A delay in the evolution of the 

	as well as reduction in its magnitude was evident with filler level, showing the volume effect 

of both ATH and silica diluting the SiR. Comparable levels of the 	was found between 30 wt% 

ATH and silica filled composites, which suggests the water of hydration plays a minor role in diluting 

the SiR but at 58 wt% an internal oxidation mechanism that produces gases diluting the arcing phase 

appears to suppress erosion.  

Table 6.1summarizes the effects determined for silica and ATH fillers to suppress the DBA heat in 

both the AC and DC IPT. Although similar effects seem to appear in both of the AC and DC IPTs, 

this study has further proposed LC indicators, i.e 	, through which the effect of fillers are shown 

during the IPT itself, thereby constructing for the employment of the IPT beyond the validation into 

the formulation of specialized housing composites.   
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Table 6.1. The effect of silica and ATH in SiR in suppressing the heat ablation by DBA 

Filler 
type 

Filler Effect  

physical effect on 
the surface residue 

Improving thermal 
conductivity 

Enthalpy of dehydration Internal oxidation 

AC DC AC DC AC DC AC DC 

silica 
Not 
reported 

d3rms 

Salt fog test, 
Laser and  

ASTM 
D5470 
[32,50] 

 
 

d3rms, 

TGA/DSC 
and 

ASTM 
D5470 

Not applied 

d3rms, 

laser and 
TGA/DSC 

Not applied 

d3rms 

and 
TGA
/DSC ATH 

Salt fog 
test [32] 

TGA/DSC 
[37] 

TGA/DSC 
and internal 
breakdown 

voltage 
experiments 

[37,77] 

 

6.2  Contributions   

 This provides a comprehensive mechanistic framework for the development of the standard DC 

IPT leading to the development of SiR housing composites for DC outdoor insulation. The proposed 

framework puts a disciplinary methodology and approach for the understanding of the influential 

mechanisms on erosion during the IPT.  Such understanding could be classified into two stages, (1)  

understanding the effect of the applied voltage level, polarity, surface condition on erosion leading to 

the development of the equivalent DC IPT voltages and (2) developing of LC indicators of the EDBA  

that can be utilized in the understanding of the relative effect of inorganic fillers, leading to the solid 

designs of SiR housing material specifically for DC outdoor insulation, rather than simply improving 

the thermal properties of the composite in general.  In particular the major contributions of this thesis 

study can be summarized as the following: 

 The DC DBA mechanism as compared to the AC DBA mechanism is understood as an 

essential step in the development of the equivalent apparatus and guidelines of the standard 

DC IPT to the existing standard AC. A comprehensive validation to the existing IPT 
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apparatus, which has been designed for AC voltages, for DC voltages is conducted, 

showing a modification of the applied DC as compared to the existing standard AC 

voltages is required, while maintaining the same apparatus.  

 The proposed scheme in this study of investigating the eroding DBA mechanism under DC 

voltages shows the need for improvement of SiR housing composites to withstand stable 

and intense DBA, which was found to be an essential requirement for DC outdoor 

insulation applications.  

 The role of inorganic filler in suppressing the heat ablation by DBA is understood during 

the DC IPT, with a LC-based method proposed for this understanding, showing the 

potential of extending the employment of the IPT beyond the conventional evaluation of 

composites into the development of case-specific composites for DC outdoor insulation 

applications.  

List of awards, recognition and publications based on this thesis study is given in Appendix 2.   

6.3 Future Work  

The reproducibility and the repeatability of the determined erosion resistance has been a concern 

highlighted for the AC IPT; in this study and throughout the literature, the DC IPT has shown the 

potential of providing relatively reproducible and repeatable outcomes in terms of ranking materials 

or understanding the DBA mechanism. However, further investigation into the repeatability and the 

reproducibility of the DC IPT outcomes is required, through conducting round-robin tests and testing 

wide spectrum of materials.  
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Regulated power supply was used in this study in order to provide a reliable investigation of the 

fundamental mechanism of the DBA under DC voltages; however, different DC voltage sources with 

various ripple factors were used in the literature. Such undisciplined use of voltage sources for DC the 

IPT may affect the reproducibility of the study outcomes in the literature. Voltage sources of the 

standard AC IPT have been built to produce harmonic-free voltage waveforms at power frequency. 

Similarly, clear guidelines have to be also provided with respect to DC thorough investigation of the 

effect of voltage source characteristics such as the ripple factor and voltage regulation.  

The use of ATH filler in high levels diluting both the condensed and gas phases of SiR was defined 

as the prevailing suppression effect of erosion.  The use of other hydrated fillers possessing higher 

enthalpy of dehydration than ATH such as magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)3) should be accordingly 

investigated. The addition of nano-sized fillers with uniform dispersion in the SiR matrix can improve 

the thermal conductivity immensely, suggesting the potential of the applying nano-sized fillers to 

suppress the stable and intense DBA obtained under DC stresses.  

Cost is another important issue that has to be considered in the development of SiR insulation 

housing composites. Such a constraint necessitates the quantization of the thermal effects of fillers in 

SiR in order to optimize composites for commercial use. The superior pollution performance of SiR 

facilitated its use over other polymeric materials for outdoor insulation; however, investigating 

erosion of other commonly employed insulating materials in outdoor insulation, such as ethylene 

propylene diene monomer (EPDM), is important under DC for either further validation of the use of 

SiR under DC or development of alternative composites for DC.  
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Appendix A 

Statistical Analysis  

The mean, skewness and kurtosis of the distribution of the LC are investigated for possible 

statistical indicators of the DBA leading to erosion in the DC IPT. During the IPTs, the statistical 

parameters of the LC were computed over the acquired a 1-seocnd window, thus obtaining more time 

resolution in the analysis as compared to obtaining generic parameters for the overall distribution of 

the LC waveform. It should be noted that bias-corrected skewness and kurtosis were computed in the 

analysis, and the magnitude of the LC was used in the computation of the parameters for the case of 

negative polarity. The statistical parameters were obtained using Matlab ®.   

As examples Figures A1 and A2 show the development of the Tmax with time along with the 

statistical parameters determined under +DC and -DC, respectively. A significant rise in the hotspot 

temperature exceeding 400oC is evident in both silica and the ATH samples and under both polarities.  

At this stage, it can be recognized that each of the statistical parameters has a correlation with the 

EDBA.  
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Figure A.1 Typical pattern of development of the Tmax and the statistical parameters determined; ((a) mean, (b) 

skewness and (c) kurtosis), with time for the RA30 samples tested under +2.25kV. 
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Figure A.2. Typical pattern of development of the Tmax and the statistical parameters determined ((a) mean, (b) 
skewness and (c) kurtosis) with time for the RS30 samples tested under -3kV.  
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Fewer non-conducting periods of LC, where i[n] <1mA [18], are found to be associated with the 

EDBA. In other words, significant erosion can be correlated to the occurrence of stable discharges 

and this must be due to the higher energy dissipated in the longer discharge periods.  Skewness and 

kurtosis are useful indicators of the shape of the LC distribution and skewness is a measure of the 

degree of the discharge asymmetry with respect to the mean. As shown in Figures A1 and A2, peaks 

of skewness were obtained at the EDBA stage. Positive skewness was detected throughout the 

analysis, hence, confirming the occurrence of more discharges with higher magnitudes and thus 

severeness.   Similarly a substantial deviation from zero was obtained for the kurtosis of the 

discharge, where this deviation indicates a change from a normal distribution. Normal distribution 

was fitted to the discharge current in the DC IPT [18], but this finding does not seem to be true for all 

the stages of the DBA as found in this study. It can be rather stated that the discharge current in the 

DC IPT possesses a normal distribution until the discharge becomes sufficient enough to cause 

significant erosion on the surface. 
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